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A FIRST-GLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLEoSECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
meHr Ana kept in tne warmcn 0 1 turnbodies.
They dared not sleep for fear of
SHAVING PA RLO R,
P ra ctisin g P hysician,
never waking, so they routed each
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
OOLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Telephone in office.
other alternately. At last day broke,
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
far~ S eco n d D o o r A b ove R a ilro a d . and the gale abated. Crawling over
the snow, their garm w ts frozen stiff
Finest grades of CIGABS and TOBACCO
as boards, their beardfSfeolld lumps of
Y* RTEBER* M* D.»
always on hand.
Ice, they managed to reach their te n t
The Ice had not broken, though It was
U
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R
Y
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ER,
P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
cracked here and there. They took
food, slept, fed their dogs, who were
SVANSBUBG, F*. Offlos Honrs: Until I
deep In the drifts, bnt alive, and then
a. m.; 7 to » p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. II.
Veterinary Surgeon,
courageously went ahead, “not caring
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
to be beaten,” as 'Bemacchl expressed
g A. KRUSKN, M. D .,
Bell ’Phone 23 x.
I t It was 8 o’clock a t night before
they reached camp, but the next day
4 0 9 C h e rry S tre e t,
they were exploring and taking photo
p i S. BOONS,
NOBBISTGWN, PA.
graphs and observations ju st as usual.
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.
nmrna.
to »9
T blbphowbs
, Bell 801-x
Man may seem puny against nature,
H
OTTBBi s8 to
Kovstone
15#
S la te r a n d R oofer,
but he conquers her from the arctic to
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 8 only.
&nd dealer in Slate. Slate Flagging, Grey the antarctic by his unconquerable
Stone, ete. Estimates furnished, work con
soul. — William Rlttenhouse In For
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct
R . 8 . D . C O RNISH ,
ward.
D
J O H N J . RAD C LIFF,
D EN TIST,
A Clever Barber.
COIA.EGEVI1.I.B. PA.
“By heck, Cynthia,” drawled old
Flnt-elau Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas P a in te r a n d P a p e r H a n g e r Farm er Hardapple after his visit to
administered.
Prioes Reasonable.
__ ,
Keystone ’Phone No. 81. Boll ’Phone, 87Y.
FIFTH AVENUE, OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. Chicago, “them thar city barbers are
mind readers.”
A full line of wall paper and paint for sale.
“T hat so, Hiram?” said his wife.
Your patronage solicited.
p B . FR A N K B R A N D B E T H ,
“Why, I should say so. The one I
met knew that you cut my hair last,
(Successor to Dr. Chae, Ryckman,)
and, by gum, he never saw you In his
D E N T IST ,
life.”—Chicago News,

s.

W . SCH EUREN’S

B . H O R N IN G , M. D .,

BOYEBSFORD, PA. Praetleal DenUstry at
nonest prioes.

1>

Braving the. Perils of a South
Polar Winter’s Night.

R . EARL A. NELSON,

O ste o p ath ic P h y sician .
Ottiok : No. 340 K1KST AVENUE, PIBEN 1 XVILLE, P A . Bell 'Phone, 881* Offlee
Hours—8.80 a. m. to 13 m.; 8,80 to 6 p. m
Gradnate and Post-Graduate of Still College
ef Osteopathy, Dos Moines, Iowa.
Nervous diseases a specialty. Examinations
(Tee. Send for booklet.
S"20-

FIERCE FURY OF THE GALE.

Praying Time.
A five-year-old boy on hearing grace
Adventures of a Party ef Explorer* In asked for the first time at breakfast
a Journey Over the Broken Pack gravely remarked, “I only say my
Ice—The 8olid Wall af Wind That prayets at night. That Is the danger_ous time.”—Life.
Flanked a Friendly Iceberg.

jyjA Y N B R . LONGNTRETH,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
&nd Notary Publlo. ::: No. 713 Oroaer Build
ing, M80 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.
Dong Distance Telephone. House No. 6*88.
dlso member of the Montgomery County Bar.

Q ^E R B E R T U. MOORE,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
ULBEKTSON TBU8T CO. BUILDING
806 Swede St,. Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone’Phones.
W l.

JO S E P H 8 . KRATZ,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
DOS COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 18th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
’elephones.

L. EVANS,
0 .

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,

888 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone S3. Keystone ’Phone, 87.

J7HOMAS HALLMAN,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
38 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
Will be at his branch offloe In Odd Fellows
landing, Ooiabobtillb, Pa., every evening
Tom 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6.
1-85.

J

STRO UD W E B E R ,

A tto r n e y -a t- L a w ,
No. 6 EAST AIRY ST., NORRISTOWN
Can bo consulted every evening at hie reelience in Evansburg. Both ’phones.
11-26

S. G. F IN K B IN E R ,

Real E s ta te a n d In su ra n c e
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.

Q H A R L P N. BA R N D T,

ARCHITECT,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Plans and specifications carefully prepared
Patronage solicited
2*7•
^ i n v i s i b l e **
BIFOCAL LENS.
Nothing has stirred the optical world like the
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They
are made without oement. They are perfect.
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.
A* B . P A R K E R , O p tic ia n ,
he k ry pto k

T

aio De k a l b

street,

n o r r is t o w n

.

S. FOLEY,

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
TRAPPE, PA

Prompt and accurate in building oonatruetion.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-28
,
P a in te r and

d w a r d d a v id

E

By Indirection.
Heiress (to her military admirer)—
That Mr. Krause Is very Inquisitive.
He asked what my dowry amounted
to. Lieutenant—Impertinent fellow!
And what did you tell him?—FUegende
Blatter.

P a p e r-H a n g e r,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. 39* Sample, ef paper
always on hand.

The arctic explorer has always had
hardship and danger enough, bnt the
antarctic discoverer has far more ter
rible conditions to meet. Luckily he
meets them with all the equipment
and method th at arctic exploration has
taught mankind. Yet they are most
dangerous, as the story of those who
have lived through the south polar
winter night can testify. One of the
experiences of Bemacchl on the cruise
of the Southern Cross some years
ago shows what an antarctic gale
means.
He and a comrade, Elllfsen, started
ont on a short sledge journey to carry
provisions from one camp to another.
It was in September, and the broken
Ice pack over which they must travel
was but a foot and a half thick and
likely to break In pieces afresh or pile
up in deadly masses at the mercy of
the sea and wind. The two men had
three sledges and eighteen dogs. They
had hardly started before the wind
rose and a gale threatened. Halfway
to their destination there was an Ice
berg imbedded In the pack Ice, and
they hastened to reach this before the
storm should break.
For five hours they tolled over the
ice, the wind gradually rising. The
gale broke In fury ju st as they reach
ed the Iceberg, under whose lee they
pitched a tiny silk tent, Into which
they crawled after having fed their
dogs as best they could. Hour after
hour the wind raged, and the thernometer went to 9 degrees below zero.
The snow drifted over and Into the
tent. ? ’ n was impossible.
The explorers, who had met typhoons
In the China seas and cyclones In the
tropics, found by the aneroid as well
as by their own sensations that this
gale surpassed them all. Worst of all.
It seemed as If the Ice was beginning
to crack. They knew well th at the
Iceberg which protected them from the
full force of the storm w as the most
dangerous place possible in other
. ways, as the ice was sure to separate
first immediately round the berg,
throwing tent, men and dogs into the
Icy seas. The cracking of ice was now
to be heard above the roar of the
wind. They dared not stay in their
shelter.
A little to the east, Bemacchl re
membered, was a cave In the body of
the iceberg. Once In that, they would
not a t least be precipitated into the
sea, even If they were carried away,
Iceberg and all. I t was so dark that
the wall of the berg could not be seen
even when the hands touched it. The
two explorers groped as best they
could along the slippery walls, both
hands on the Ice and their bodies
pressed against It. Halfway around
they left the lee side and met the
gale. I t came like a solid thing, bear
ing them back and down. Not one
Inch could they move against it, and
further exposure meant death. They
groped back, blinded, deafened and
almost paralyzed with cold, to shelter.
Then they commenced a toilsome hunt
for a foothold on the lee side some
where. Toward morning they found a
low spur or projection, upon which
they'scrambled and lay down perfect
ly exhausted In the snowdrifts, which
grew each moment. To this they owed
their lives, |o r the snow soon covered

Corruption will never want a pretense.—Cato.

II FAMOUS CEMETERY
Pere Lachaise Is One of the
Landmarks of Paris.
IT HAS A STORMY HISTORY.
This Picturesque Burial Place Has
Served as a Battleground as well as
a Graveyard—Its Monuments, Lovers
and Disconsolate Widows.
Pere Lachaise Is the largest and
Unite the most interesting of the Paris
cemeteries and named after the Jesuit
confessor of Louis XIV., whose counry seat occupied the site of the present
chapel until the ground was made a
cemetery In 1804. It covers 110 acres
of ground, is picturesque, but quite un
lovely. Hare wrote about the tombs
th at “weight was their chief peculiar
ity and that all the monuments looked
as if each family had tried to pile as
much marble as possible on to their
deceased relatives.”
Pere Lachaise has a stormy history.
In 1814 the Bussians fought the French
there and gave them a beating. Dur
ing the commune the Versaillais and
Communards fought several pitched
battles among the tombstones and did
considerable damage. But it is not
eo much with the history of the ceme
tery as with the people buried in It
that we have to deal. A volume might
be filled with the mere list of all the
celebrated men and women burled in
It, for, as Victor Hugo wrote, “being
buried In Pere Lachaise is like having
mahogany furniture—a sign of ele
gance.”
In Pere Lachaise the monument
which attracts most visitor? is th at of
Abelard and Heloise, the two most fa
mous lovers In the world. ' The monu
ment was first erected 637 years after
their death and brought to Pere La
chaise'in 1817 from the museum Where
It had been during the revolution. An
other famous lover, Alfred de Musset,
lies buried not far from the two wil
lows over the graves of Heloise and
Abelard. David, the painter; Eachel,
the actress; Balzac, Scribe, Michelet
and many other well known folk lie
near at hand. Admiral Sir Sydney
Smith, Lord Seymour and other well
known Englishmen are to be found in
other portions of the cemetery, while
literature Is represented not only by
great authors, but by Lesurques, the
victim of Dubose In the famous legal
Lyons Mall Imbroglio.
But Pere Lachaise has more romance
than in its tombstones. Chatting one
day with one of the old soldiers who
are the keepers of this grim park,
learned some curious facts about it.
“We never have a. dull moment,” the
man said. “You may think that our
time here Is monotonous, but you are
quite wrong If you do so. To begin
with, there are the burglars. The
cemetery Is overrun with them. There
are three kinds of bgrglars. There

are tne Connoisseurs wno orten get
away with valuable prizes, for you
will be surprised a t the works of art
of small size which people put in their
chapels. The window is broken, a
stick slipped through the hole, and all
sorts of things worth having are fished
out; then toe bronze stealers, who
take away as much as they can carry
In their special pockets and make from
15 to 20 francs a day a t the game until
we catch them.
“A little while ago a bust weighing
forty pounds was taken out of the
cemetery over one of the walls. But
the most curious form of robbery Is,
perhaps, that of the pearl wreaths.
Women are the principal offenders.
They select the new ones, which are
not weather stained, flatten them with
their backs against the tombstone,
slip them under their dresses, and
when they have got away with them
(we have no right to search even sus
picious looking customers) sell them
to dealers, to whom they tell the well
worn story of a poor workwoman who
has need of food.
"Thu 'Would hardly believe It, but
Pere Lachaise,” said the keeper, “Is a
favorite meeting place for lovers. We
get lovers of all ages, and perhaps
more schoolboys and schoolgirls than
anything else. But the three most
curious things we see here In the ceme
tery are the forlorn widows, the letter
boxes and the cafe.” “The cafe?” I
asked. “Yes. There are hundreds of
people in Paris who refuse to believe
that their dead do not enjoy after
death, the good things they used to like
when they were alive. Mothers bring
apples and sweets and leave them od
the tombstones of their children. Peo
ple bring wine and glasses, and there
is one old gentleman who leaves a
potato salad on his son’s tombstone
regularly every Sunday. Of course
the children soon find out these things,
and we have never been able to con
vince the people who bring them of
the absurdity of doing so. It is a very
harmless superstition, after all.”
“And the letter boxes?” I asked.
Lovers’ letter boxes?” said the guard
ian. “There are dozens of them In
all parts of Pere Lachaise. Sometimes
they are holes In the trunks of trees;
s*foetlmes they are little hollows un
der stones.
“The Inconsolable widow is a fre
quent visitor. She is a pretty woman,
and black suits her. She kneels down
by a tombstone, rarely the same one
and when a likely looking mourner of
the other sex appears bursts into tear;
He consoles her pretty soon, and the
two leave the'cem etery arm in arm
One of these widows Invited me to her
wedding six months ago, and last
mqpth I was called to give evidence
about her meetings with her victim,
for she had seven other husbands llv4ne.”—4St. Jam es* Gazette.__

W ASHINGTON LETTER .
From Our'Regular Correspondent.

cident and refuses to be interested
in it again. Mr. Foraker in recall
ing it is trying to put life into a
corpse tbat is buried and decom
posed and its contrast with the
live issues tbat are before the
people is a pathetic illustration of
the total dissolution of bis influence.
His inveefives against the Presi
dent attracted a crowd to the
galleries and held his colleagues in
their seats throughout his speech
but it proved to be a fine “me too”
complaint against secret service
methods following Mr. Tillman’s
charges. His emphatic assertion
that he bad not written a letter
since be left his mother’s knee that
the public was not welcome to read
was in view of the letters published
by Mr. Hearst last summer less con
vincing than it might have been
otherwise and the public generally
feels itself entitled to a reservation
of credulity as to any man’s ability
to prove tbat he has never written
a letter since he left his mother’s
knee that be would not willingly
make public.
Tbe old quadrennial question as
to the use of tbe Pension office for
the inaugural ball is before Con
gress and is again disputed with
all its usual pettiness on both sides.
The District of Columbia has no
public building suitable for this
superfluous function and at the ap
proach of each inauguration Con
gress is assailed with requests for
the passage of a bill providing for
the use of the Pension building. A
thousand miles from the National
Capital the proposition may seem
unworthy public attention but
when it is reflected that the setting
aside of this building for the event
interferes with the pension work
for a period of ten days or more
and tbat it involves the Government
in great loss both in money and
time its importance will be appredated.

Washington D. C., Jan. 14,1909.—
These are lively times in Washing
ton,. and a number of Congressmen
who have been engaged in a fight
that is going on between that body
and the President are feeling the
effect of the strain. But Mr. Roose
velt is in fine fighting trim and by
way of diversion Wednesday be
rose at four »o’clock a. m. on one of
the coldest, wettest mornings of the
winter and started on a ninetyeight mile horseback ride.
He
made the ride, dined at a country
hotel, delivered a speech to a crowd
that had gotten wind of the Paul
Revere business and returned to
the White House and was able to
take his dinner at the table as
usual. Lately he has been pre
scribing riding tests for the officers
in the Army and the Navy and he
has allowed three days for the per
formance of the ride which he made
in seventeen hours.
He did it
probably by way of example, just to
show that as the .CommaDder in
Chief of the Army he was able to
do more than he demanded of those
under him and also as a diversion
and recreation from the hum drum
of his daily battle with Congress
and his participation in a peculiarly
exacting social season. Mr. Roose
velt has always a keen eye out for
the least sign of nervous break
down and his cares are never s q
numerous or so pressing that he
will not put them aside when be
feels that he needs rest and recre
ation.
If the absurd story that is going
the rounds to the effect that he has
been drinking heavily needed de
nial one would only have to reflect
on the unusual value he places on
on his health that is one of his best
known characteristics. Whatever
vices he may have certainly weak
indulgence is not among them and
the intense care with which he
guards his physical well-being
would be a sufficient guard against
bis use of stimulants. As a matter
of fact well known to everyone
with whom be is associated he is
abstemious not only od principle
EXPERT PLAYERS.
but because he is too sagacious to
Feur Ladies and an Interesting At- impair bis health by using stimu
lants to excess. He has often been
tempt at Whist.
The following conversation was over heard to declare that he does not
heard by a waiter at a ladles’ club have.time to smoke and that he be
The man was able to use his knowl lieves tobacco in any form to be in
edge of shorthand to take -notes, hav
jurious. As he is in public about
ing once been a reporter:
“Jane,” said Marla, “It Is your lead.” eighteen hours out of every twenty“Why, no,” answered Jane; “It is four and as he plays tennis and
Ida’s.”
rid-es horseback every day and is in
“No,” spoke up Ida; “It Is not my his office by nine o ’clock every
lead. Susan dealt the cards.*1
“Why, then, It must be my lead,” morning the opportunities he might
have for dissipation are so limited
said Maria. “W hat’s trumps?”
“Hearts!” shouted three young voices as to make such a charge absurd on
In unison.
its face.
“Well, there Is my lead,” said Maria,
Senators Foraker and Tillman are
playing the deuce of clubs.
“But jo u must lead a trump card, holding the center of the stage in
Congress this week and both are
my dear,” cried Jane.
“Yes, and lead the biggest trump engaged in the effort to proclaim
you have in your hand,” put in Ida. their own integrity while they im
Jane’s partner.
“Well, then, here Is the queen of pugn that of the President. Mr.
Tillman, whose speech Monday was
hearts,” said Maria.
“Oh, you mean thing, your’ exclaim the abortive sensation of the week,
ed Jane. “That takes my king.r
has succeeded in getting into -a
“But I will take the trick, for I have
squabble
with the Attorney Gen
the ace,” said Ida.
“B u t” remarked Susan, “th at Is the eral, Mr. Bonaparte, to whom, he
claims, he has fully confided his re
ace of diamonds.”
“So it is,” said Ida. “Well, here Is lations with the Orego Timber, Com
the four of hearts.”
pany previous to his denunciation
“I’ve got the ace of hearts,” purred
of that Company in Congress last
Susan. “Does that take the trick?”
March. Mr. . Bonaparte says he
“Of course it does,” answered Jane
“No, it doesn’t ” said Ida. “A court knew nothing of Mr. Tillman’s per
card always takes another card.
sonal connection with the buying of
“Oh, let’s stop playing!” cried Maria
wearily. “I t’s no fun when there are timber lands and the sensation
no men to tell you how to play.”— lovers are eagerly looking forward
to the free circulation of the lie
Pearson’s Weekly.
between them before long.
The
Banks.
South Carolina Senator for the
It was in the City of Brotherly Love
th at the first bank was established In paltry ten sections of Government
1781. It was Incorporated by congress land has enmeshed himself in an
under the name of “The President, Di ugly tangle and -though it appears
rectors and Company of the Bank of that he has not violated aDy law or
North America.” Three years later the
second bank in the country was opened profited by any illegality he has not
In Boston and called the Massachu yet made it cigar that he was not
misusing his privileges as a United
setts bank.
In the same year the Bank of New States Senator. Mr. Foraker still
York was founded.
clings to the Brownsville episode
The first United States bank was
founded In 1785 and the second In as a peg on which to display bis
1816, In which year the first savings bitterness toward the President and
banks were established, one in Phlla Mr. Taft. The public regards the
delphla, the other in Boston.—Scrap Brownsville matter as a closed in

NATURAL r o t a t io n in
FORESTS.

Observations in India indicate
that just as agricultural land, after
many repetitions of the same crops,
becomes exhausted for that, par
ticular species, so in forest lands,
after long periods, the seedlings
may fail owing to changes in the
soil, and new varieties may take
their place. Forests of blue pine
in that country have been observed
to fail, the deodor tree tending to
take the place of the pine. In
another case forests of pine and
oak have been found each invading
and tending to take up tbe ground
occupied by the other. Elsewhere
in India spruce and silver fir have
been found advancing into a falling
oak forest, and mulberry extending
upon land formerly occupied dom
inantly by “shisbam” trees.
LIGHTNING AND PETROLEUM.

At the beginningof September last
some of the petroleum wells fired
by a violent thunder storm near
the end of June at Boryslaw, Gal
icia, were still burning, like torch
flames 40 or 50 feet in height. It is
said tbat not less than five wells
are struck by lightning every year
at Boryslaw, the cause being
ascribed to the obligatory use of
sbeetiron coverings for all install
ations. The iron surfaces comunicate with tbe system of metallio
tubes, thus forming, during storms
a sort of Leyden jar, which pro
vokes lightning strokes.
THE STRENUOSITY OF THE
HONEY-BEE.

The bee is noted for its indus
trious habits, but to show bow
much work it really does, a natural
ist says tbat to collect a pound of
clover honey the bees must deprive
62,000 clover blossms of their sweet
ness. As bees are known to fly
for miles in their quest of suitable
fields of operation, it is clear that
a "single ounce of honey represents
millions of miles of travel.
The oldest national flag in tbe
world is that of Denmark, which has
been in use since tbe year 1219.
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CHURCH SERVICES.
St. Lake’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School
at 9 a . m. Preahhing at 10 a. m. and 7.30 p.
Catechetical class at 2 p. m. Y. P. S. O. E.
prayer meeting at 6.46 p. m. Bible study
meeting on Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
All are most cordially invited to attend the
services.

—Mrs. Joseph Willauer, of SkipBank D rrectors Organize.
pack, made a bed quilt containing
At Thursday’s meeting the direc
5103 patches, requiring years of tors of the Collegeviile National
work between times.
Bank reorganized by re electing A.
D. Fetterolf, President, M. B. LinE ngagem ent Announced.
dertnan, Vice-President, and H. T.
The engagement of Miss Elsie D Hunsicker, Secretary. The Board
T. Stenger, of New Brunswick, N re-elected Wm. D. Renninger,
J., and Mr. Stanley H. Hunsicker Cashier, and A. T. Allebacb, Teller.
son of Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Hunsick The institution has made very sub
stantial progress the past year.
er, of Ironbridge, is announced.
Appointed Notary Public.

New York Journalist a t U rslnus.

The Historical-Political Club of
Governor Stuart recently appoint
Ursinus College had as its guest
ed
G.
Z.
Vanderslice,
of
this
bor
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and ough, a notary public. Mr. Van- Monday evening William F. G:
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve derslice has bad bis commission re
Price, head of the Hearst Syndi
ning service and sermon, 8.
Holy Com
cate
corps of reporters in New
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are corded and is ready to transact
York City. Mr. Price talked to the
eordially invited and welcome.
*
official business.
club on bis experiences at the re
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeviile, Rev.
F. O. Yost, D. D., "pastor.- Service* next Sun
cent national presidental conven
Bank C ashier Critically III.
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
tions at Chicago and Denver, and
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and Senior C.
John G. Prizer'the widely-known gave an interesting description of
E. at 7 p. m.
and greatly esteemed cashier of the their workings.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.80 a. m. Preaching, Schwenksville National Bank, who
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser has been suffering for many months
Popular Religious Speaker a t
vice, 7 p. m.
past, is reported to be in a very
U rsinus.
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks Sta critical condition.
tion, Rev. Gk W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday
The speaker at Ursinus College
Services—10.30 a. m.; 8.80 p. m. Sunday School
for the “ week of prayer” observed
—2.15 p. in. Yested choir. Free sittings.
T eacher Appointed.
throughout the colleges of the East
Cordial welcome. The Jr ector residing in the
At a recent meeting of the School
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi
was Rev. J. Beveridge Lee, D. D.,
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
Directors of this borough W. H
the college evangelist of the Pres
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit, Shillingford, of Oak Lane, was ap
Services were
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. Services will be pointed assistant principal of the byterian church.
held every evening from Tuesday
as follows: Limerick—Quarterly Conference,
Saturday. January 23, at 2 p m. Communion Collegeviile High School to fill the to Sunday in Bomberger Hall. At
service, 10 o’clock Sunday morning. Sunday vacancy caused by the resignation
these meetings Dr. Lee made in
School at 2 p. m . C. E. at 7 30 p. m. There of Miss Eva Thompson.
will be no preaching Saturday and Sunday
teresting and helpful addresses.
mornings as usual, because of revival meetings
On Sunday he occupied the pulpit
In progress at Trappe. Sunday School at
A Family of Heavy W eights.
in Trinity Reformed church.
Trappe at 2 p. in.; preaching at 7^30. All are
Geo. W. Isett, of Marklesburg, Pa.,
invited to these meetings.
is the father of a family of weight.
S uparlntendant Suprlsed.
Passenger trains leave Collegeviile for Phila He has three sons and two daugh
General Superintendent George
delphia : 7.03, 7.45, 11.80 a m., 6.06 p. m. Sun ters whose aggregate weight is 1000
days—7.11 a. m., 6.83 p. m. For Allentown
7.45, 11.02a. m., 8.07, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.80 pounds, an average of 200 pounds Hoeger and thirty-eight of the moa. m., 7.89 p. m.
each. The three sons weigh 641 and tormen and conductors of the
Schuylkill Valley division of- the
the daughters 359 pounds.
United Traction Company went to
H om e a n d A b ro ad .
Pottstown Thursday evening and
Band Leader R esigns.
agreeably suprised W. J. Hardaker,
After
leading the Phoenix Military superintendent of the Pottstown
—Since Thursday:
band for nearly thirty-five years, and Boyertown division. An elab
—A blizzard,
Lewis B. Vanderslice, one of the best orate banquet was served at the
—A beautiful winter scene,
known musicians in the Schuylkill Jefferson House.
The visitors
Valley,
tendered bis resignation at went to Pottstown and returned in
— And zero weather.
a meeting of the members of the a special car over the Schuylkill
—With another ice crop forming, band and it has been accepted.
Valley line.
the ice men should feel hopeful.
—Another heated campaign of
Inflamed Heal C auses Death.
local politics appears to be not alto
Blood poisoning, due to one of
gether out of sight.
her heels being rubbed by a tight
—Muzzle your dogs. See notice shoe, caused the death of Miss
by authority of the State Live Stock Catharine Metzger, a High School
girl, of Norristown, Saturday, She
Board; page 3.
was the daughter of Ariel Metzger,
—With a population of little over
of No. 217 Noble street, and expect
1000 East Greenville has 228 pupils
ed to finish her public school stud
enrolled in six schools.
ies in June.
—Clayton Bean, of Worcester,
has eight bead of milk cows which
Railway Tower Destroyed
in December earned $112.
by Fire.
—“ You were crazy to marry me,”
boasted she. “ I realize that now,”
he admitted.—Kansas City Journal.
—Additions are being made grad
ually, to the number of inmates in
the new State Hospital for Epiliptics
and Feeble-minded near SnrinE
City.
—At the funeral of Elizabeth D.
Fink, in Royersford, the announce
ment was made that her ancestors
settled in Montgomery county in
1692.

Traa Planting.

Officials of the Pennsylvania Rail
road are considering plans to plant
trees on either side of the main line
tracks throughout the entire right
of way to provide the timber for ties
and for the beautification of their
lines. Millions of trees have been
planted by the Pennsylvauia, and
the work is to be taken up on
much larger scale this year than
ever before. The company has
purchased thousands of acres of
An over heated stove in “ W. A .” ground along the main line.
tower, at Whitemarsh Junction, on
the Trenton Cut-Off Division of the Sew age Dlacharged Into Schuylkill.
Penna. R. R., caused a fire, Satur
The Health and Water Depart
day evening, that completly des ments of Norristown has been no
troyed the tall signal and telegraph tified , by Health Commissioner
station as well as the adjacent office Dixon that the city of Reading, with
of the trainmaster and the store 100,000 inhabitants, is discharging
house of the road linemen.
its qewage directly into the river
and warnings have been issued to
Norristown citizens tb boil drink
ing water and take other- pre
cautions to avoid sickness growing
out of this contamination. It ap
pears that Reading has failed to pay
its sewage -disposal contractor, E.
A. Weand, a balance of $6500 due
him, and he has taken this drastic
means of collection.

PERSONAL.

Coming Lecture-R ecital a t Ursinus.

MisS Mae Clamer is spending
some time at Edg^ater Park, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. F.. W. Scbeureu en
tertained a number of relatives and
friends on Sunday.
Mrs. Horace Rimby spent several
days the past week visiting friends
in Philadelphia and Wyncote.

The Historical Political Group of
Ursinus College has been fortunate
in secifHng Professor Paul M. Pear
son of Swath more College to give
a famous Lecture-Recital on the
“ Poetry of Life” in Bomberge
Memorial Hall on Febuary 2nd at
8 p.m. This is the first time that
Prof. Pearson has been at Ursiuns
but he is known from Kansas City
to Boston and from the Great Lakes
to the Gulf. He has appeared on
the lecture platform of many of the
largest universities, colleges and
churches of the country. The “Lee
ture-Recital” form of entertainment
is one of the most unique and pleas
ing of the many literary and elOcu
tionary attractions on the American
Lyceum platform to-day. Admis
sion 25 cents.

S tate S enator to be Chosen a t the
February Election.

The voters of Montgomery county
will choose a State Senator at the
coming February election to fill the
vacancy caused by the death of
Senator Algernon B. Roberts. Lieu
tenant Governor Murphy has au
thorized Sheriff Buckley to issue
the required proclamation.
The
committeemen of the respective
political parties of the county will
nominate the candidates. The Re
publican party committeemen will
meet at Norristown on Suturday to
decide upon a candidate.

PRIMARY ELECTIONS.
TICKETS FRAMED IN PREPARATIOM FOR
THE FEBRUARY ELECTION.

Real E state T ransactions

Dr. S. D. Cornish has purchased
of G. Z. Vanderslice two building
lots fronting on Fourth avenue and
Chestnut streets, this borough. It
is the D r’s intention to build a
double house on the ground pur
chased, next spring.
The Stetler property of five acres,
near Areola, sold at public sale
some time ago to Howard Corson, of
Norristown, has since been pur
chased by Francis A. A. George, of
Philadelphia, for $1200.
E xperim ents In Road Making.

Crawford county is determined to
find out which will furnish the
cheapest permanent high way—brick
or macadam. Bids have been ad
vertised for the consturction of a
little more than a two-mile stretch
in West Mead townshiy, of which
1900 feet will be of brick and 9318
feet of macadam. The determina
tion to build a part of the road from
brick and the remainder from ma
cadam will give a valuable object
lesson in the next few years as to
the relative value of tbe two mater
ials for roadmaking.
Editor U ndergoes Surgical
Operation.

Councilman Lewis R. Saylor,
editor of The Blade, of Pottstown,
was operated upon Monday morn
ing at the Howard Hospital, Phila
delphia, for the removal of an ab
dominal tumor which bad been
troubling him for a year or more.
Dr. T. Turner Thomas, a Pbiladelphia specialist, located at 2005
Chestnut street, was the surgeon.
The operation proved successful in
every respect, the patient being
reported to be doing as well as can,
be expected.
Ju stic e s of th e Peace
to Organize.

The Republican voters of College
ville met in Firemen’s hall, Satur
day evening, and nominated the
following borough ticket: Burgess
—H. H. Fetterolf; Town Council—
E. S. Moser, E. J. Burns; Justice of
the Peace—H. L. Saylor; School Di
rectors—J. H. Bolton, A- T. Alle
bach, Auditor—Howard P. Tyson
Judge of Elections—Warren Essig
Inspector — Robert Moyer. There
was a contest for Justice of the
Peace. H. L. Saylor received 36
votes, and Horace Rimby 28 votes
It is reported that some of those
who were dissatisfied with the re
sult contemplate the. formation of a
citizens’ ticket.
^he Democratic
voters of the borough held their
primary meeting at the same place
on Monday evening and nominated
Ralph Miller for School Director,
Daniel Walt for Councilman, John
Ashenfelter for auditor and Charles
Barndt for Inspector.
The Republicans of the three dis
tricts of Upper Providence town
ship met at Black Rock hotel last
Thursday evening and framed a
township ticket as follows: Justice
of the Peace, Henry Shainline;
School Directors, C. D. Hunsicker,
Dr. Joel D. Brown; Supervisor,
Frank F. Barber; Tax-Collector,
Joseph Umstead; Auditor, Howard
Yocum; Town Clerk, Jacob Brower.
Lower district ticket: Judge of
Elections, Milton V. Detwiler; In
spector, Joseph Jacobs; Registry
A ssess., John B. Dettra. Mingodistrict: Judge Elections, C. U. Bean;
Inspector,
David
Rittenhouse;
Registry Assessor, Irvin Bechtel.
Trappe district: Judge of Elections,
Wm. A. Hunsberger; Inspector, M.
N. Allebacb; Registry Assessor,
Gabriel King.
The Republicans of Lower Provi
dence township met at Eagleville
Saturday evening and named the
following candidates for township
offices: Justice of the Peace, J. Nor
man Crawford; School Directors,
C. B. Heebner, I. Z. Reiner; Road
Supervisor, W. C. Price; Judge of
Elections, Howard N. Highley; In
spector, Geo. Scholl, Tax-Collector,
R. K. Koons, Auditor, Dr. M. Y.
Weber; Town Clerk, Samuel Reiff.

provided to
appease appetites
whetted by frigid weather and s
blizzard. On account of the much
regretted absence of Mr. Church
caused by illness, the honor of pre
siding at the banquet fell upon VicePresident Harvey, who was quite
equal to the occasion. The first in
cident to attract those seated about
the festal board was the presenta
tion by Eugene Dambly, of the
Transcript, on behalf of the League,
of a beautiful cut-glass pitcher to
the retiring President, J, Crawford
Johnson. Dr. Joseph S. Walton,
principal of the school, made the
first response to the call of the
toastmaster. His cordial welcome
and the interesting information he
gave, were much appreciated. A
number of impromptu remarks were
made by several of the newspaper
men, and Miss Clara C. Adams,
teacher of elocution, gave a recita
tion in a charming manner. After
the enjoyment of a delightful even
ing and the further hospitality of
Dr. Thomas and his family at his
private residence, the visitors, en
tirely pleased, departed for their
homes. The George School is an
educational monument to the intel
lectual foresight and munificent
beneficence of the late John M.
George, of Overbrooke, Pa., who
devised about'one-half million dol
lars to erect and maintain a “ board
ing school for the education of child
ren, members of the Society of
Friends, and such others as the
committee appointed by the Yearly
Meeting may thjnk proper.” The
school is located about half a mile
south of Newtown, on an elevatioa
overlooking a beautiful country for
several miles. The grounds com
prise 227 acres, with a tract of forty
acres of beautiful virgin timber. On
the west the property is bounded
by the Nesbaminy, one of the most
picturesque streams in Eastern
Pennsylvania. There are six build
in g s—-the Central Hall, devoted to
School and recitation purposes, with
dormitory wings for the accommo
dation of girls; Retford Hall, labor
atory and recitation; Drayton Hall
dormitory for boys; Orton Hall
dormitory for boys; tbe Gymnasium
fitted with Swedish apparatus; the
Infirmary. The buildingsare heated
throughout with steam, and the
buildings and grounds lighted by
electricity generated on the grounds.
The educational work of the School
is characterized by a high degree of
efficiency in discipline as well as
in imparting knowledge to boys
and girls.
The principal, Dr.
Walton, is an educator of culture
and wide experience, and he is
ably assisted by a large corps of
capable instructors.

Ite m s F ro m T ra p p e .
Evelyn, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
S. L. Messinger recently underwent
another operation for sarcoma at
the Phoenixville Hospital.
The
many friends of Miss Messinger
sincerely hope that she will con
tinue to improve and finally and
permanently recover.

An organization of all the Justices
of the Peace in Montgomery county
is expected to be an important de
At the recent annual meeting the
velopment within the next month.
Perkiomen Valley Traction Comp
Two sons of Jacob Bower were
The plan originated with Magis—The triple boroughs of East any elected the following officers:
sleighing on Main street, Monday
strate
George
Osman,
of
Chelten
Greenville, Pennsburg and Red Hill President, Irvin H. Bardman, of
In crossing the trolley tracks tbe
ham township. He has spent much
with a population of 3800, had 38 Schwenksville; Directors, I. H.
sleigh
was overturned and the boys
time in outlining tbe scope of such
deaths in 1908, or just about 1 per Smoyer, Green Lane; James M.
rolled
out.
The horse ran a short
an
organization
and
is
preparing
cent.
.
M eeting and B anquet of P ress
Smith, of Perkiomenville; S. E.
distance before he was caught.
call to be sent to each of the 125
League.
—Reading police- investigated a Hughes, of Zieglerville; Geo. Dunn,
Justices of the Peace in the county.
Both sides to the impending con
case of five children ranging in age of Graterford; H. T. Hunsicker, of
The
members
of the Press League
Alfalfa.
It is believed that such an organiza
troversy
in local politics are
from 7 to 17 years living in a cellar Ironbridge, and Francis J. Clamer,
Alfalfa promises to be a profitable tion would prove to be of mutual of Bucks and Montgomery counties, cautiously approaching the firing
with a mother who is alleged to be of Collegeviile.
crop and its cultivation to become benefit to the Justices of the Peace and their wives, were the guests of line. When the opposing batteries
demented.
tbe George School, near Newtown,
general
in Pensylvania.
The of the county.
open hostilities the engagement will
Prison
Officials
C
hosen.
last
Saturday afternoon and even begin in earnest.
—Only one death out of a total
Centre Hall Reporter says the
ing. The visitors were accorded
At a meeting of the Prison In first carload of alfalfa ever shipped
De a t h s .
membership of 400 was the remark
Magistrate Shalkop held an in
every
possible courtesy and made to
spectors
at
Norristown,
Friday
eve
able record last year in Tulpekocken
from Centre county was sent out
Elizabeth D. Fink,' widow of the
teresting
session of the local court
feel
entirely
welcome.
That
tbqy
ning, the following officials were over the Pennsylvania Railroad to late Henry Fink, died Thursday at
church, Berks county.
Monday
evening.
One Samuel
were
surprised
and
favorably
im
chosen: Warden, Abram G.Gotwals; Mt. Carmel and will be used by the her home in Royersford, aged 78
Stifer appeared as defendant in a
—A posse of Stowe residents on Matron, Mrs. A. G. Gotwals; Physi
pressed
with
what
they
saw
and
Midvalley Coal Company in feeding years. The funeral was held on
suit brought by Coleman Ward of
Sunday followed the trail of a sup cian, Dr. Reinoehl Knipe; Treas
its stock. The price received was Monday at 1.30 p.m., at the bouse. heard within the spacious and sub
Limerick for board and etceteras
posed mad dog, and before their urer, William M. Hagginbothom;
stantial
buildings
devoted
to
the
just fifty per cent, above first-class Interment at Dismant’s cemetery,
amounting to $65. Aftdr hearing
day’s work was over had killed not Solicitor, I. P. Knipe; Secretary,
timothy hay. The yield of the four Upper Providence: undertaker F. always important work of educating
some evidence the’Squire continued
only the rabid one, but about 15 John S. Baker. The Inspectors de
and
training
boys
and
girls
along
acres during the past season was a W. Shalkop in charge.
others that it had bitten.
useful and helpful lines, was plainly the case untill this(Thursday)evencided to grant permission to the little over twelve tons, or three
evident. While the members of the ing.
—Built nearly 100 years ago and Friends’ Association to hold night tons per acre, making the returns
Elizabeth B., wife of Henry F.
League
were transacting business
At the shoot at the Lamb hotel,
tenantless for half a century, save school two evenings a week. Read per acre $45. This is not only the Stauffer, died of dropsy at her home
incident
to tbe annual meeting, the Saturday afternoon, proprietor G.
by the unfortunate wayfarers who ing, writing and arithmetic will be first alfalfa shipped from the in Limerick Square on Wednesday
ladies of the party witnessed a Guy Miller lost by one bird in a
found shelter there, the old mill at taught the prisoners who care to be county, but it is the largest quan of last week, aged 64 years! The
basket-ball game, were shown contest with H. Buck waiter, of
instructed.
The
committee
in
tity
grown
by
any
individual
in
the
Valley Forge will be operated by a
husband and two sons Alfred, of
through
tbe buildings, and other Royersford. 1
Philadelphia textile company, and charge of this work are Councilman county.
Philadelphia, and Frank, at home,
wise
pleasantly
entertained^ At the
J. M. Hilles, Joseph Briggs and
over 200 hands will be employed.
survive.
Funeral services were
meeting J. Crawford Johnson,of the
Mrs. Livezey.
held at the house on Saturday even
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
Iro n b rid g e E choes.
Norristown Herald, presided. The
—Henry W. Kratz, William P.
ing. Further services, and inter
with
LOCAL
APPLICATIONS,
as
they
eanelection
of
officers
resulted
in
the
Fenton and Benjamin Quillman
Isaac
Rawn is seriously ill.
A Horrible Hold Dp.
not reach the seat of the diseaae. Catarrh is ment, -at the Herford Mennonite
selection
of
Watson
P.
Qhurcb
of
were appointed by Montyomery
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Hunsicker
“ .About ten year* ago my brother wae a blood or constitutional disease, and in or church at Bally, Pa., on Sunday,
county court a jury to inspect the ‘held up' in bis work, health and happiness der to care it you must take internal reme
the Newtown Enterprise, for Presi entertained a number of relatives
January
17,
at
11
a.m.;
undertaker
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken intern
newly-finisbed ■ bridge over the by wnat was believed to be hopeless Con dies.
dent; J. Wilmot Harvey, of the and friends on Sunday.
ally, and acts directly on the blood and mu
sumption," writes (V. R. Lipscomb, of Wash cous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Care is not a F. W. Shalkop in charge.
Manatawney in Pottstown.
Lansdale Republican) Vice-Presi
ington, N. C. “ He took all kinds of reme quack medicine It was prescribed by
Miss Elsie Stenger of New Bruns
dent;
C. D. Hotchkiss, of tbe Doylesand treatment from several doctors, bat one of the best physicians in this country for
Don’t Get a Divorce.
—Norristown Republicans Tues dies
wick
N. J. was the guest of Mr. H.
foand no help till be need Dr. King’s Hew years, and is a regular prescription. It is
town Intelligencer, Secretary; B.
day night nominated Samuel W. Discovery and was wholly cored by six bot composed of the best tonics known, com
A western judge granted a divorce on ac Whitman Dambly, of the Skippack T. Hnnsicker and family Saturday
He is a well man to day.” It’s quick bined with the best blood partners, acting count of ill temper and bad breath. Dr.
Lattimore for Burgess, and Ezra B, tles.
to relieve and the surest care for weak or directly on tbe mucous surfaces. The per King’s New Life Pills would have prevented Transcript, Treasurer. Following and Sunday.
Brown for tax collector. The Dem sore lungs Hemorrhages, Coughs and Colds, fect combination of the two ingredients is it. They cure Constipation, causing bad
Bronchitis, La Grippe. Asthma and all what prodaces sach wonderful results in breash and Liver Trouble the ill temper, the election, the transaction of busi
The S. L. L. S. has two special
ocratic nominees are George H. Bronchial affections 50c. and (1.00, Trial curing
catarrh. Send for testimonials free. dispel colds, banish heedaches. conquer ness, the discussion of several numbers on the program for tbe
Alker, for Burgess,- and Thomas V. bottle tree Guaranteed by Joseph W. Col F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O. chills. 25c. at Joseph W. Colbert’s drag
bert, Collegeviile, and at M. T. Hunsicker’s,
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
store, Collegeviile, and at M. T. Hunsicker’s topics, and adjournment, came the' next meeting on January 28. All
Smith, for tax collector.
Ironbridge.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation. store, Ironbridge.
banquet—tbe feast of good things ! are welcome.
Traction Company Officials
Elected.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC
Jo ttin g s F rom L im erick.

FROM OAKS.

has since bis ordination been serv
ing in several western missions.
His knowledge of business matters
gives him the executive ability so
necessary in a clergyman’s work.
He is an extempore preacher -and
has impressed us as a man of sin
cere spirituality. He comes to us
with highest recommendations from
Bishops Whitaker, Morrison, Olm
sted, Mackay-Smith and a number
of friends of this parish. His visit
to us for two weeks was very pleas
ant and he has made many friends.
He will not be able to return with
his family until after the first of
February. Meanwhile for the next
two Sundays the morning and after
noon services at St. Paul’s will
probably be conducted by LayReaders. There will be no night
service the last Sunday of this
month.

PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.

3

In Memorlam.
The following resolution was adopted
a t the last meeting of the Ladies’ Aid
Society of Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Pa.:
By the death of Mrs. Sarah Casselberry,
which occurred December .10, 1908, the
community bas lost a sincere and devoted
Christian. At all times she was inter
ested in the progressive movements in the
church. Her council was for the up-lift of
humanity, and she showed by ber good
ness of heart a spirit in communion with
Christ. In ber home life ber absence will
be keenly felt. There she was quiet, de
voted and loving, and her greeting at all
times was most cordial, and ber sympathy
for the afflicted particularly sensitive. To
her was revealed the Christ-life, and she
entered more fully Into His keeping when
she “Crossed the Bar.” .
As a member of this Ladies’ Aid Society
her interest and co-operation was always
sincere and helpful. She was ever ready
to contribute her part of service and aid
to the work of the departments.
Therefore, Be it resolved, That we, as a
Society,’ also extend onr heartfelt sym
pathy to the bereaved family, and com
mend them to the care of the All-wise
Father, who in their sorrow will not for
sake His own.
It is also further directed that a copy of
this resolution be sent to the family, in
serted in-the minutes, and published in the

P

UBLIC SALE OF

FRESH COWS!
And Solomon slept with bis fath
The Latest Closing Prices For Produce
ers, and was buried in the city of
and Live Stock.
David his father, and Rehoboam bis
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm ;
son reigned in his stead. And Re
Will be sold a t public sale on FRIDAY,
winter extras, new, $3.75@4; winter
hoboam went to Shecbem, for all
JANUARY 29, 1909, at Perkiomen Bridge
clear,
$4.25
@4.50:
city
mills,
fancy,
Hotel, one carload of fresh cows direct
Israel were come .to Shecbem to
$5.85 @6.
'
from Centre county. Gentlemen, these
make him king. And it came to
RYE FLOUR steady, at $4.10@4.15
cows have been carefully selected and as
per barrel.
pass when Jeroboam the son of
milk producers they are hard to beat.
WHEAT
firm;
No,
2
red,
western,
Nebat, who was yet in Egypt, heard
They will be sure to please buyers. Sale
$1.Q6%@1.07.
at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
CORN quiet; No. 2 yellow, local,
There are some mutterings as to of it (for he was fled from the pres
J. W. MITTERLING.
67@67%c.
L.
H. Ingram, anct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
what may happen to a “ progress ence of King Solomon and Jeroboam
OATS steady; No. 2 white, clipped,
dwelt in Egypt) that they sent and
66%c.; lower grades, 54c.
i v e ” School Director.
However, he called him. And Jeroboam and all
HAY firm,' timothy, large bales,
UBLIC SALK « F
deserves to win. Not much doubt the congregation of Israel came and
$15 per ton.
POULTRY—Live
steady;
hens.
13
spake
unto
Rehoboam,
saying:
Thy
about that.
@14e.; old roosters, 10c. Dressed firm;
father made our yoke grievous;'now
FRESH COWS!
choice fowls, 1 4 % c .o ld roosters, 10c.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Clyde Borneman, therefore, make thou the grievous
BUTTER steady; extra creamery,
S6c.j>er lb.
of Limerick Centre, who were re service of thy father and heavy
EGGS firm; selected, 38@40c.; near
cently wedded, tendered a recep yoke, which he put upon us, lighter
by, 34c-; western, 34c.
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
POTATOES steady, at 85@88c. per
tion to a host of friends, Monday and we will serve thee. And he
DAY, JANUARY 28, 1909, at Porr’s
bushel. Sweet, Potatoes steady; per
said unto them depart yet for three
hotel,
Limerick; one carload of choice
evening.
basket, 50@60c.
days, then come again to me. And
fresh cows from Lebanon county. Gen
Sam
Gumbes
was
elected
Presi
the
people
departed.
And
King
Miss Emma Krause spent a part
tlemen, this is a load of good cows and I
Live Stock Markets.
Rehoboam bonsulted with the old dent, Bert Smith, Secretary, l)r. J.
am sure they will please you. Come to
•f last week in Beading.
the sale and put in your bids. Also two
D.
Rrown,
Treasurer,
with
a
list
of
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
men that stood before Solomon his
stock bulls. Sale at 1.30 o’clock. Con
CATTLE
steady:
choice,
$6.30@6.50;
Confirmation services at the father while he yet lived, and said: trustees and committee to take care
ditions by
JONAS FISHER.
prime, $6.10@6.26.
Lutheran church, Limerick Centre, How do ye. ad vise that I may an of the machine, and Ben Famous as
F. H. Peterman, ,auct.
SHEEP lower; prime wethers. $5.25
Fire
Chief,
of
the
Fire
Company.
@6.40; culls and common, $2@3;
next Sunday afternoon at 2 o ’clock. swer this people? And they spoke
unto him, saying: If thou wilt be a Samuel Gumbes, delegate, and Ben lambs, $5@7.40; veal calves, $9@9.50.
UBL1G SALK O F
HOGS active and higher; prime
The Democratic voters of the servant unto this people this day C. Davis alternate to the Firemen’s
lea vies, $6.60; mediums, $6.50; heavy I n d e p e n d e n t .
three districts of Limerick will bold and wilt serve them, and answer Con vention.
Yorkers, $6.40@6.45; light Yorkers. $6
M rs . W. P. F e n t o n ,
1
S.10; pigs, $o.75@5.85; roughs, $5@
Virginia H orses!
their primary election this (Thurs them, and speak good words to
M rs . H. H. F rttbrolf , >Committee.
90 per hundred weight.
them,
then
they
will
be
thy
servants
M
rs . F . C. Y ost ,
|
day) evening at the usual places.
forever. But be forsook the coun
CONDENSED NEWS ITEMS.
The delegates elected will attend sel of the old men which they had
EFFORT BY PROXY.
aw fu rs w anted.
a convention at Limerick Centre to given him and consulted with the
My prices are as follows: Skunk,
Thursday, January 14.
Will besoldatpublicsaleonTUESDAY,
to &10; muskrats, winter, 27c. to 30e.;
form a township ticket, Saturday young men that were grown up
The lumber plant of Meade Sc Sper Involuntary Attenqpts to Help Athletes 30c.
opossums, 10c. to 30c. Highest price for JANUARY 26, 1909, at Ellis B utt’s Black
at
Exciting
Moments.
with
him,
and
which
stood
before
evening. The Republicans will
ry, a t Strange Creek, Braxton county,
Rock Hotel, one carload 6f horses direct
him.
Aod he said unto them:
In pictures of athletic competitions, all other kinds. Write and I will call.
from Harrisonburg, Virginia. These
hold their primaries on Saturday What counsel give ye that we may W. Va., was destroyed by fire, entail
CHAS. BEAN,
horses
are a lot of choice road, farm, and
chiefly hurdle races and high jumps, 12-17.
R. D. 1, Collegeville, Pa. general purpose horses, ranging from 3 to
evening and their township conven answer this people who have spokeD ing a loss of $100,000.
an
occasional
spectator
is
seen
in
a
H. B. Short, a wealthy and promi
6 years old. Tbey are well bred and pos
tion on Monday evening at Mauck’s to me, saying, make the yoke which nent citizen of Lake Waccamaw, N. C., qneer posture. sess the qualities buyers are always look
tby
father
did,
put
upon
us
lighter
?
ing for. If you are in need of a good
o r sa le.
hotel, Linfield.
committed suicide at his home by
If it Is a picture of an athlete leap
team or road horse, or a stylish stepper,
One
express
sleigh
and
a
round-back
Aod the young men that were shooting himself through the head
ing,
ten
chances
to
one
the
spectator
don’t miss this sale, and miss seeing just
sleigh.
Will
be
sold
cheap.
Apply
to
grown up with him spake unto him, with a pistol.
what will suit you. Sale at 1 o’clock.
JACOB B. MILLER, Trappe, Pa.
has involuntarily raised his right leg,
saying: Thus shalt thou speak unto
Conditions by
F ro m G ra te rsfo rd .
As a result of 4ifferences between
twisting
his
body
in
automatic
expres
J. A. RHOADES.
this people that spake unto thee, the mine owners and miners over the
o b sa le.
W. McFeat, anct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
Marie .Yellis and Henry Espen- saying, thy father made our yoke use of explosives, 400 men employed sion of a desire to help the jumper.
Livery stable, including shed, har
heavy, but make thou it lighter uDto in the Patterson mine, at Elizabeth, With hurdle race photographs this of ness, carriages, blankets, Scc. of S. Gross
sbip are still on the sick list.
Fry.
Apply to his attorney,
us.
Thus
shalt
thou
say
untothem,
U B I.IC SALK O F
ten may be noticed, too, and In the
Rev. Ziegler will conduct ser my little finger shall be thicker Pa., near here, are on strike.
E. L. HALLMAN,
Friday, January 1S.
case of sprinters not a few men stand 12-17.
Norristown, Pa.
vices in the Dunkard chapel after than my father’s loins. And now,
Feb. 10, 1908, at 1 o’clock, was desig with faces twisted up and holding the
Personal Property
Sunday School next Sunday after whereas my father did lade you nated as the time for counting the breath in correct imitation of the ath
g
g
s
f
o
r
h
a
t
c
h
i
n
g
.
with
a
heavy
yoke,
I
will
add
to
electoral vote in the house of represen lete actually competing.
Will be sold at public sale on TUES
noon.
Eggs from pure barred Plymouth DAY, JANUARY 26, 1909, on tbe farm of
your yoke, my father has chastised
Rock chickens for sale a t 0.50, 0.75, and the undersigned in the northeastern pari
Wm. Johnson will exhibit some of you with whips, but I will chastise tatives.
So,
too,
with
football
views.
In
one
Fire damaged the Blissard Dancing
$1 per setting. Apply to
of Upper Providence township, and front
his partridge Wyandottes at the you with scorpions.
And now, academy’s building, in North Warren of a big game there was a photograph
FRED. J. EBERT,
ing on the township line road, the follow
Pinetown, near Oaks Station. ing personal property: 2 horses; 12 cows,
Philadelphia poultry show, this whereas the congregation of Penn- street, Trenton, N. J., to the extent of of a man on the side line watching a l-14-4m.
some fresh and others coming in
tackle who was crouching down In al
ites were come to the city of Harris, $ 10 , 000.
week.
sH H Ls profit; 5 pigs, weighing t
and the Reboboamites after counsel
Charles Stanberger, once a rich and most exact imitation of a waiting de
or rent.
j5 _ J ^ a b o u t 150 pounds each.
Jacob Simmons has resumed his from the old men they proceeded to prosperous merchant, wae found living fense man who was shown a t the mo
A farm of 30 acres. Suitable for
"Farm wagons, cart, varietyposition as hostler at Dunn’s hotel. do as they pleased aDd began add in a stable at Altoona, Pa., and sent to ment making ready for bis leap at the butcher. Apply to
of farm harness, thresher and cleaner,
W.
H.
STROUD,
plows,
barrows,
bay tedder, mowing ma
runner.
Cross Keys Road.
Collegeville, Pa. chine, Deering binder, horse rake, grain
Geo. Rosenberger attended the ing to the yoke upon those who are the almshouse.
Miss Jane Beatrice Mills, daughter
not circumstanced to bear it. After
Men
who
follow
athletics
know
how
drill, cultivators, roller, corn choppers—
funeral of Mrs. Harry Zinger in the Baerites and the blackdiamond- of Ogden Mills, was married to the Involuntary this Is. One athletic train
one a very good one. Lot of pressed hay
ir e t a x n o t ic e .
Philadelphia on Tuesday.
and straw, some loose straw, forks, rakes,
ites have already laid on the yokes Earl of Granard, a British nobleman, er has appeared in hundreds of pic
The
members
of
tbe
Perkiomen
Val
shovels, and. all other implements used
Rev. Bergstresser, of the Menoo- and and have chastised with whips at the home of her parents in New tures as watching some one of his ley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of about the farm, as I have sold tbe place
and now whereas, the PeDsites pro York.
Montgomery
County
are
hereby
notified
charges
high
jumping,
with
his
leg
and have no further use for them. Sale
nite Brethren in Christ will con pose to lay it on with scorpions on
Porter Folson, twenty years old, w as' swung out ju st as if he were making that an assessment was levied on January at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
tinue’revival services this week. . those striving to keep up with the sentenced to life imprisonment in the the leap himself. There is a sort of 2, 1909, of $1.50 on each one thousand dol
D. H: CASSELBERRY.
lars for which they are insured to pay Wayne Pierson, auct.
J. H. Fisher sustained painful passing procession,, or that portion, penitentiary for the murder of Mrs. relief for the feeling of trying to help losses sustained. Payments will he made
not that class of people Julia Brown, his mother-in-law, at Al the. jumper in swinging the leg up so, to .the collector or to the Secretary at his
injuries in a fall, but he is able to though
in Collegeville.
whose homes are not under their bany, Clinton county, Ky.
STATE NOTK’E.
and almost any person is likely to find office
Fxtract from the Charter: If any mem
be about again.
Estate of Elizabeth H. Asbenfdlter,
Saturday, January 16,
bats. ' But the common strata of this
Hithseif doing it instinctively,
ber
of
the
Company
shall
refuse
or
neglect
The Bank of Coal Center, Pa., was w it may be noticed at prizefights that to pay his or her assessment within 40 late of Upper Providence township, Mont
Joe Klipe won the clock chanced aristocratic, nabobistic government,
gomery
county, deceased. Notice is here
where all. men arc created free and closed’by State Bank Examiner James some men go through the entire battle days after the publication of the same, 20 by given that letters testamentary upon
off for the Phoenixville Hospital.
cent, of the assessment will be added the above estate have been granted to tbe
equal providing they have the coin, Cover because of bad loans.
punch for punch, crossing and counter per
thereto; and if payment be delayed for 50 undersigned. All persons indebted to said
Mrs. Nathan Sherrard and four chil ing an Imaginary opponent as they days
Isaac Kulp and Elias Grater took aud where the revenues of the
longer, then his, her or their policy estate are requested to make immediate
a. trip to the Count}’ Home, Monday, State must be inflated by a tax on dren, aged from one to six years, were watch the struggle before them. Men shall have become suspended until pay payment, and those having legal claims
burned
to
death
when
fire
destroyed
shall have been made.
against tbe same will present them with
to see eight large hogs killed. The the coal bucket, a deplorable state their cabin at Echlin’s lumber camp, drive and ride horses in races from the ment
The 40 days’ time for the payment of
delay in proper order for settlement
stand, making the effort In the stretch said tax will date from January 26, 1909. out
carcasses, dressed, weighed 4200 of affairs surely.
to
HORACE ASHENFELTER,
twenty miles north of Ashland, Wis.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
along with the Jockey of their fancy. 1-21.
Administrator,
What
a
stir
among
the
soldiers
Nicholson Mathewson, brother of This is one of the well known features
pounds; the largest 755 pounds.
Royersford R. F. D.
the State pensioo bill is creating. Christy Mathewson, the pitcher of the
Or his attorneys, E. L. Hallman and Thos.
A service pension should be the New York baseball club of the Na among the race^crowd where there are
o t ic e t o o w n e r s o f
Hallman,
Norristown,
Montgomery
oogs.
S ch lssler College S ecu res Positions. kind, and would hit every odc from tional league, died from a bullet wound many “grand stand riders.” In wres
County, Pa.
1-14.
tling matches almost any one will try,
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYL
During the two weeks ending January a thirty day maQ to a three years’ self-inflicted at his home in Factory- purely by Instinct, to help the athlete
VANIA. STATE LIVE STOCK BOARD.
8, the following persons who attended the man. We champion a bill for the ville, Pa., near Scranton.
STATE NOTICE.
who is down and who Is bridging des
REGULATION RELATING TO DOGS
Andrew Carnegie has subscribed
Estate of William Force, late of
Schissler College of Business, Norris boys of 1861, who enlisted without
perately to avoid the fall.
the
assurance
of
any
bounty
but
the
Lower
Providence township,Montgomery
IN
THE
BOROUGHS
OF
COLLEGE:
$750 towards a fund for a neror pipe
town, Penna., have secured permanent
And yet there Is rarely enough tele VILLE AND TRAPPE, MONTGOMERY county, deceased. Letters testamentary
sum
of
eleven
dollars
per
month.
organ for Old Swedes Protestant Epis
positions, through their Employment
on the above estate having been granted
pathic suggestion In the air surcharged
Offices, located a t Broad and Chestnut Many of them never received a copal church, at Wilmington, Del., pro with desire to bring qbout a result dif COUNTY:—The attention of^ all owners tbe undersigned, all persons indebted to
of
dogs
in
the
above
described
district
is
bounty,
without
it
was
the
shyster,
vided
the
remainder
of
the
$2000
re
said estate are requested to make immedi
Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
ferent from what naturally might be called to tbe following order of quaran ate payment, and those having legal
Floyd E. Kerr, Penn Creek, Snyder Co,, coffee cooler, and bounty jumper. quired is made up.
expected at the moment when the tine of dogs adopted by tbe State Live claims against tbe same to present them
Monday, January 18.
Pa., bookkeeper for S. W. Rudolph, Phila The man who received a big bounty,
without delay to
or received three hundred dollars
delphia, Pa,.
Joseph E. Merril, who recently died greatest wish for something else is Stock Board, Jabuary 13, 1909. Dog
BENJAMIN WARREN FORCE,
Mary A. Walsh, Norristown, Pa., sten with a cow aod calf by its side as a at Newton, Mass., left $200,000 to Bow- born—that is to say, the high jumper owners are warned that disregard of this
Providence Square, Pa.
doesn’t
necessarily
clear
the
bar,
nor
ographer and bookkeeper for Samuel Sil- premium for patriotism, was one doin college.
JOHN S. SMITH, Eagleville, Pa.
notice may lead to the destruction of their
berrnan, Phila., Pa,
Executors.
The three years
E. A. Laurent, of Nashville, Tenn., the sprinter squeeze out the Inch or dogs and that tbey themselves may be Or their attorney, E. F. Slough, Norris
B. R. Quay, Chester Springs, Pa,, sten kind of soldier.
so th at he needs, nor the jockey whip
town, Pa,
1-7:
ographer and typewriter for the Phila. & men look upon a soldier whose ser was shot and killed by Charles Smith, his mount In for the head th at means proceeded against legally.
LEONARD PEARSON,
vice was less as a lesser soldier, a planter, at Artesia, Miss.
Reading R. R. Co., Phila., Pa.
victory.—Washington
P
o
st
N tate V eterin a ria n .
Professor B. H. Gilbau, of the Louis
Albert E. Nichklows, Norristown, Pa,, because they were well paid for
iR P K T A8I> BUG WEAVING.
stenographer and bookkeeper for the Key their services. It was hot the three iana State university, committed suiHarrisburg, Pa., Jan. 13, 1909.
I have installed an automatic fly:
stone Belting Sc Oil .Co., Norristown, Pa. years men’s fault the war was not «ile by shooting a t Raton Rouge.
Inadvisable.
WHEREAS, There is reason to believe shuttle carpet loom and am prepared to
Joseph F. Kennedy, Consbohocken, Pa., ended inside of two years, for there
William Meighan, a carpenter, fell
During a snowstorm on the Highland that tbe disease known as rabies or hydro do all kinds of carpet and rug weaving in
stenographer and typewriter for Stroexists in the Boroughs of College a first-class and satisfactory manner a t
were third-rate corporals who could from a coal breaker In course of con railway a train was held up for an phobia
meyer Sc Co., Phila., Pa.
ville and Trappe, Montgomery county, reasonable prices. Orders received daring
Edward V. Salley, Bridgeport, Pa., have fought many battles to a better struction at. Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and hour or two. The guard, a cheery and the nature of this disease is such that January will be filled a t a specially low
stenographer and bookkeeper for the success than the commanders of the was instantly killed.
FRED. J. EBERT,.
Scot, passed along the carriages trying for the present all dogs, within certain price.
Logan lion Sc Steel Co., Phila., Pa.
Pinetown, near Oaks Station.
A shortage of $15,536 has been found to keep up the spirits of the passen limits, must be suspected of being capable 1-14.2m.
army.
of
spreading
it,
Leroy J . Garis, Peoples, Pa., stenog
In the treasury of Stark county, O., gers. An old gentleman angrily com
“ An incidental impropriety the and
rapher and bookkeeper for the Daily Reg
IS HEREBY ORDERED, by author
Treasurer knoblock, of Canton, plained th at if the train didn’t go on ityITof
ister, Norristown, Pa.
tbe State Live Stock Sanitary
o t ic e .
only extraordinary feature of Sena
he would “die of cold.”
Board under the provisions of the Act of
In the Court of Common Pleas of
Leo J. Kierman, Norristown, Pa., sten tor Tillman’s case.” Physical chas has been asked to resign.
Tuesday, January 19.
“Tak’ my advice an’ no’ dae that,” March 27th, 1903, that all dogs in the Montgomery County, Pennsylvania.
ographer and typewriter for the Royal tisement Foraker’s idea of redress,
described district are hereby de
On December 12, 1908, was presented the
Arcanum, Phila., Pa.
Burglars entered the State bank at replied the guard.
“Min’ y’, we above to
be in a state of quarantine, and Petition of John A. Brooke, of Limerick
Walter E. Rowland, Consbohocken,Pa., or to wreak vepgeance on Teddy. Carrier, Okla., wrecked the safe and chairge a shillin’ a mile for corpses.”— clared
must
be
strictly
confined
or
firmly
secured
township,
representing inter alia:
stenographer and typewriter for the Should it happeD, there are several escaped with $3000.
on the premises of tbeir owners, .and not
Dundee Advertiser.
That he is tbe owner of a certain messu
United States Graphite Co., Phila., Pa.
vacaut lots back of Oaks that could
allowed to run a t large or enter publie age or tenement and two contiguous tracts
J. G. Wood, of Salt Lake, millionaire
Reinerd G. Koons, Eagleville, Pa., sten be had free gratis for the occasion;
highways excepting when led or when, or pieces of land situate in Limerick town
8our Milk.
ographer and typewriter for Mr. E. W. We are reminded of the bell, the mine owner and perhaps the largest
muzzled with a well fitting muzzle that ship, together containing forty - seven
sheep owner in the west, was instantly
Harrison, Phila., Pa.
The milk was not of the desired will effectually prevent biting.
acres and seventy-seven perches of land,
cat and the rats. Who was to put
This quarantine shall remain in force more or less, joining lands of John Hall
Chas. R. Burnett, Norristown, Pa., the bell on the cat? And who is to killed by a train at Salt Lake City, sweetness one morning, and little El
100
days
from
the
date
hereof
or
until
re
stenographer and typewriter for the Cam
man, Jacob Kline and others in said
mer pushed his glass away after tak moved by tbe State Live Stock Sanitary county.
do the chastising, publicly or pri Utah.
den Coke Co., Phila., Pa.
As Judge Murphy, at Hamilton, O.. ing a sip.
Board.
That said premises are covered by a
vately?
Just
now
.it
is
pitchfork
Kathryn M. Wolflnger, Conshohocken,
Attention Is called to tbe following Sections mortgage given by Michael F. Beirn a
“W hat’s the m atter with the milk,
Pa., stenographer and typewriter for the versus club, and clubs are trump. sentenced Buck Cottongame, a feudist,
to the penitentiary for life for the Elmer?” asked his mother.
prior owner to John Boyer, on December
of the above mentioned A o t:
Mac Waters-West Co., Phila., Pa.
Cold waves lose their force in the
Section 3, Should dogs be permitted to run at 19 1862, and reoorded in the Recorder’s
Alma M. Bradley, Norristown, Pa., vicinity of Washington, for there’s murder of Parrish Arnet, the father of
“I guess the milkman has been feed large,
Office
at Norristown, in Mortgage Book
or
to
escape
from
restraint
or
coufioeArnet fell dead In the courtroom.
stenographer and typewriter lor J. F.
ing his cow on pickles,” was the re ment, or to go without muzzle, in violation of No. 51, page 509. Said mortgage is given
a hot time in the old town to-Digbt.
Boyer, Norristown, Pa.
Rev. Asberry Wilkinson, ninety-one
the quarantloe, or regulation, or order es’ab-

few days ago Abraham Brockerman was kicked 'on bis breast by
0De of his horses, as he was about
to place harness oo the animal.
He became unconscious for several
several minutes but was not
painfully injured.
A
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Mary C. Vastine, Crowl, Northumber
land County, for Messrs. Egbert & Groff,
Norristown, Pa.
Anna M. Shields, Conshohocken, Pa.,
stenographer and typewriter for the Cur
tis Publishing Co., Phila., Pa.
Sarah H. Fernley, Consbohocken, Pa.,
stenographer and typewriter for the Aero
Publishing Co., Phiia., Pa.
Anna S. Fredericks, Norristown. Pa.,
stenographer and typewriter for the Wildman Manufacturing Co., Norristown, Pa.
Edith Oberly,Linfield, Pa., stenographer
and bookkeeper for B. E. Block & Co.,
Pottstown, Pa.
President Helps Orphans.

Hundreds of orphans have t een belt ed by
the President of The Indu trial and Orphan’s
Home at Macon, Ga., who writes : “ We
have used Electric Bitter- In this Institution
for nine years. It h s proved a most excel
lent medicine for Stomach Liver and Kid
ney troubles We regaid it as one of the
best family medicines on earth.” It fnvig
orates the vital organs, purifies the blood,
aids digestion, creates appetite. To
strengthen and build up thin, pale, weak
children or run down people it has no equal
Best for female complaints. Only 50 cents
at Joseph W. Colbert’s, the druggist, Collegeviile, and at M. T. Hunslcker’s store,
Ironbrldge.

There’s a ticket in the field to be
voted for February 15. If it suits
you, vote it. , If it don’t, don’t.
If the snow that fell Saturday
afternoon and night' had Dot turned
to rain, there would have been lots
of sleighing. As it is, it- is frozen
slush. Its goosebone weather and
so soon after the 15th, the goosebone is to be reckoned with the
signs of the times.
The Antwerp Consul is a candi
date to fill the vacant.Senatorship of
this Senatorial district.
It was a stormy night to go to the
Red mill, Saturday, night.
Mr. aDd Mrs: I. R. Weikel were
in Norristown, Friday.
The Rev. George William Barnes
has accepted the call to become
Rector of St. Paul;s Memorial
Church. Mr. Barues is about 40
years of age, married, and has three
small children. For 15 years he
held a responsible executive posi
tion on the Pennsylvania R. R. He

years old, said to have been perhaps
the oldest Methodist minister in the
entire country, both in years and in
point of service, died at Lake Charles,
La.
The famous Spring Hill college, at
Mobile, Ala., one of the oldest Jesuit'
colleges in the southern states, and
which was well known in the United
States and Europe, was destroyed by
fire.
Wednesday, January 20.
The anniversary of the birth of Gen
eral Robert E. Lee, on Tuesday, Jan.
19, was observed as a holiday in Au
gusta, Ga.
Three persons, a woman and her two
children, were burned to death in a
fire in a one-story and basement house
on Bergen street, Brooklyn.
President Roosevelt has accepted an
invitation of the University of Berlin
to give a lecture to the students and
faculty Of the university in May, 1910.
John Bentley, a farmer living on a
claim near St. John, N. D„ killed his
wife and himself as a result of a
quarrel, in the presence of their six
children.

ply.—Exchange.____________________

POLITICAL.
J iO K STATE SENATOR,
(To'fill unexpired term.of the late Alger
non B. Roberts,)

T h o m a s B. H a rp e r
OF JENKINTOWN. Subject to Republi
can rules.
My name has been rather extensively
mentioned for the Senatorial succession
and I am, of course, highly complimented
by, and deeply grateful for, the general
favor with which it has been received and
the prompt and hearty assurances of sup
port which it has elicited.
After consultation with many Republi
cans, who enjoy the confidence of voters
generally and who could conveniently be
seen in the short time allowed for the pur
pose, and mature consideration on my
part, it has been decided to submit my
name to the Republican County Commit
tee, at its special meeting called for next
Saturday, as a candidate for tbe nomin
ation for tbe unexpired term, as it is my
intention to be a candidate at tbe Spring
primary in 1910 for the nomination for tbe
next full term of tbe same office.
JOHN FABER MILLER.
Springfield Township, January 16, 1909.

lished by the State Lire Stock Sanitary Hoard
to restrict the spread of rabies or' by rophobia.
as provided by this act, su< h dogs may be se*
cured and oonflned, or they may be shot or
otherwise destroyed, and the owner or owners
thereof shall have no claim against the person
so doing.
Section 4. Any person violating the pro
visions of this act or of a quarantine, or of a
regulation, or order to restrain, confine or muz
zle dogs, duly established by the S<»te Live
Stock- Sanitary Board for the purpose of re
stricting the spread of rabies, or hydrophobia,
In the m nner provided in the other sections of
this act, shall beamed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction shad forfeit and pay a fine
of not less than ten dollars n r more th none
hundred collars, at the discretion of the court.

F. C.

P O L E Y,

L IH E R IU K SQUARE, FA .
DBAL.BK

in

STOVES, RANGES, and all kinds of
TIN, GRANITE, and ALUMINUM
WARE.

T i i s r s ^ x T i i i i s r cain all its branches. Stoves remounted at
homes or in tbe shop. Car fare paid to
persons Durchasing new stoves or ranges.
CELLAR HEATERS sold and placed and
guaranteed to give satisfaction.

for Seventeen Hundred Dollars.
That said. Mortgage was on April 3,
1865, satisfied of record on the margin of
said Mortgage Book by Mary Boyer, as
signee of John Boyer, tbemortagee named
id said mortgage. Said satisfaction is
properly attested by tbe Recorder of
Deeds, but no assignment of said mort
gage from John Boyer to Alary Boyer bas
been filed and is lest, and the said mort
gage satisfaction is improper and irregu
larly satisfied by Mary Boyer, no author
ity being shown for said Mary Boyer to
satisfy tbe same.
That more than twenty-one years have
elapsed since said mortgage became due,
and no payment bas been made of the
principal or interest for said period of
twenty-one yeaffs, and tbe legal presump
tion of payment bas long since arisen.
He therefore prays the Court to direct
the Sheriff of Montgomery county to give
notice to John Boyer, bis heirs and legal
representatives . and all other, parties in
interest to appear in said court on the
day and date fixed by the court.
Notice is hereby given to John Boyer,
his heirs and legal representatives and all
other parties in interest to appear in said
court on Monday, February 1, 1909, a t 10
o’clock a. m , - to sbow cause why said
mortgage should not be fully satisfied of
record by the Court.
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff.
E. F. Slough and O. L. Evans, Attorneys
for Petitioner,
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
A CROSS ON HIS BACK.
person in uniform assured me it would
O V E R $ 4 4 ,0 0 0
not start for ever so long. Wanting
it
Was
Made
With
Chalk,
but
Was
air, I got off and surveyed the land
Too Heavy to Carry.
scape in the dawning light.
There is a story of an envious tailor
“Ju st as I had strolled a little too
was added by this company to savings
far—whisk went my train. Not only current with the French peasantry.
B y M A R T H A M 'CULLOCHdepositors accounts in 1908.
my train, but my worldly possessions. He fancied that his neighbor, who re
W IL L IA M S .
I had left even my band bag in the ceived a pension for the loss of an arm
D o n ’t: forget
Copyrighted, 1908, by Associated
berth. So you see me abjectly a pau incurred While fighting for his coun
Literary Press.
per until I can overtake my posses try, was better off than himself. Both
that this institution compounds its in
sions.”
men went to pay their rent on the
terest yearly on all savings accounts
same day.
Enders had a penchant for new ( “They shall be overtaken. , Don
The Noble Horse
The same water is used over
and
“That’s a lucky man,” said the tailor
faces. He could always be depended worry about th a t But, tell me, what
and
over again to operate
H
e
deserves
a
warm
and
on to play the gallant to any fair look did you think, feel, do, when you found to the landlord. “He gets well paid
B e s id e s
yourself left?” Enders said, looking for his arm.”
strong
5
A
Blanketit
ing stranger within Hlghtown gates. straight at her.
“But who would be willing to part
will protect him from the bit
Hot Water and
’ allows 8 per cent, interest every day
He was twenty-seven, well born, mas
“Oh, I promptly forgot the landscape with an arm, even if he were paid for
ter cold, give him comfort,
the money is on deposit.
Steam Systems
ter of a moderate fortune and head of and looked for a milepost The first it?” said the landlord.
kee1 him healthy.
s thriving business. Naturally the fair one I found read “Hlghtown,
“I would,” declared the tailor.
5A .blankets have a world
Only a few gallons need to
visitors felt flattered, even honored, by miles.’ Some malefactor had smudged
“You!” cried the landlord. “Why,
wide
reputation for strength
be added during a season.
the
figures,
but
a
t
least
there
was
man,
you
wouldn’t
be
willing
to
bear
his attentions, though warned in the
and length of wear.
Automatically
outset that no serious intentions lay promise of finding -something. It was anything of the sort, no m atter how
not a false promise, you see. I tramp much you were paid for it.”
operated,
Buy a 5A Bias Girth for the Stable, (
behind them.
Buy a 5A F-quare for the Street.
“I wish some one would try me.”
safe
“Frank Binders Is a goose—the most ed on and found—you.”
DeKalb
and
Main
Sts.
“I wonder will you think you found
“Now, see here,” said the landlord,
delightful goose In the world, but none
and
i Yve Sell Them ——the less a goose,” said Mrs. Lawton, anything worth while?” Enders mur who had studied human nature, “I’ll
very
lady paramount of Hlghtown society; mured reflectively, as though to him tell you what—if you’ll wear even so
durable.
self.
Miss
Maxwell
laughed.
“You
much
as
a
chalk
mark
on
your
back
Saying It was her privilege. She had
stood godmother to him and In a way don’t know what case you are in, that I’ll remit your rent as long as you Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
mothered him after his own mother Is very evident,” she said. “I hate to wear it on your coat so it can be seen,
PAINTS, TOOLS, AND
proclaim the fact baldly, but I make a the condition being th at you tell no
died.
“I’ve no patience a t all with Frank,” living by writing love stories, and ever one why it is there.”
MILL SUPPLIES
“Agreed,” said the tailor eagerly.
the lady would run on. “He Is quick since Doris came home I’ve been won
to see the qharms, the virtues, of all dering if yon were fit for the place you “T hat’s an easy way to pay rent.”
N o . 2 0 5 B r id g e S t.,
So the chalk mark in the form of a
the nice girls I trot out before him, are to occupy in the tale I am weaving
ONE OF T H E VERT
about
her.”
PHCEBII * VILI.F-, PA.
cross
was
made
on
the
back
of
his
yet aggravatingly expects to find ev
BEST B O H .S E * ON
“I defy you, defy anybody, to make coat, and the delighted tailor sallied
ery one of those charms and virtues
Both ’Phones. J. P. 8TETLER, Manager.
T H E M ARKET.
me
a
hero
of
romance,”
Enders
said,
forth
upon
the
street.
combined In some ‘Impossible she.’ ”
Strangers and acquaintances hailed
When she said as much to Enders flushing deeply. Again Miss Maxwell
himself, It made him laugh heartily. laughed; but, after it, she shook her him to tell him of the mark on his WHERE RICH MEN ARE FEW.
He knew the root of Aunt Isabel’s head, saying, “You truly won’t do for back. Jokes were made at his ex
The undersigned will fnrntsh and erect
bitterness. She had been making the hero of my romance—except your pense, children laughed and, pointed at They Are ae Scarce as Black 8wans
him, and his wife annoyed him with
IDEAL BO II.K R8 and guarantee satis
matches for him since he left off own.”
In
Bulgaria.
T o Close Out W inter Goods.
That was the beginning of i t The questions and with conjugal familiari
faction. Will also fnrnish and erect the
Bulgaria is the nearest approach to
end cable six months later. Doris Max ty told him he was a fool. The usual
FR E E D BO ILERS — excellent steam
MEN’S
OIL
TAN
SHOES,
sewed,
$3.00
a
peasant
commonwealth
which
the
well settled down easily upon a place ly amiable man grew surly and mo
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ones, *1.68.
world
has
known
in
modern
times.
she bought ju st outside Ballantrae, rose; he shunned men, women and
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
then brought in her name child to keep children and frequented back streets. There is not a Bulgarian Slav who is HIGH TOP RUSSET, *3.00 ones now of Collegeville. Windmills furnished sad
not
the
owner
of
a
plot
of
land
upon
her company while she experimented Before the week was up the tailor
*9.50. Men’s GUN METAL, all solid, erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
*1.68.
a t homemaking.
found himself embroiled in a quarrel which he lives and out of which he
and all kinds of 8team Fitting and Plumb
gets
his
own
livelihood
by
his
own
So it had been the most natural thing with his best friend, his wife had
WOMEN’S Crocheted Slippers, 75c., now ing done at reasonable prices.
in the world for Enders to fall in the threatened to leave his house, and he labor.
50 cents.
Large landowners are almost un
way of haunting the Maxwell house. considered himself miserable and ill
WOMEN’S Kid Shoes, *1.50; Gun Metal,
known.
The
few
men
of
wealth
in
His new motor made nothing of the used.
*1.65, *3.00.
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thirty mile journey. He found the two
Finally one night he took off his the country are mostly of foreign birth
Dorises doubly delightful, and for three coat and rubbed out the chalk mark or descent, and even they would not
months at least lapped his conscience and said: “There! I would not wear be counted as wealthy according to
Main S t , Norristown, Pa.
into believing that Doris, the girl, was th at cross on my back another week, the standard of other European coun
the magnet.
no, not if I could have all the money tries.
The small landowners, who form the
Then came illumination—sudden and there is in Paris!”
vast majority of the population, are
fierce. It took shape of a man, much
peasant born and peasant bred. They
older, much richer than himself, a
ROBIN HOOD NOT A MYTH. are extremely thrifty. They are con
p o^er in the publishing world, no less
tent with very plain food. They wear
the critical one, who came down upon
the dovecote of a household, fully re Hero of Sherwood Forest Had a Court the same sheepskin garments from
Place Under King Edward II.
year to year, only turning their coats
-ATsolved to carry off Doris Maxwell al
Many famous men have their names Inside out with the changes of the
most whether or no.
Doris Clare almost chuckled while linked with Sherwood—King John, the season.
Whole families, even of well to do
she confided to Enders the whole three Edwards, B lchaf-’ TIL, Cardinal
story. “I t’s so funny,” she said. “At Wolsey and Charles I.—hut the hero of peasants, sleep in the same room upon
first Colonel Baker was quite conde the place, the “genius loci,” is Bobin mats stretched out on the floor. They
live under conditions of dirt and dis
scending—courted Aunt Doris with the Hood.
Some think that the famous outlaw comfort which no British or German
air of ‘heaven is resolved to reward
TKAPPE,
you, my child. Be duly and truly of the ballads was a myth, a mere po or French laborer would tolerate for
grateful.’ Then when she said ‘No,’ etic conception and a creature of the a week. Yet, notwithstanding their
n
hardly troubling to say ‘Thank you’ popular mind, but Mr. Hunter in his disregard of the simplest sanitary ar
research
into
the
person
and
period
of
In
ms
king
rangements,
they
grow
up
stngularly
your
purchases
at
COTTON AND WOOL FLANNELS, Out
after it, he got desperately earnest
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
and remonstrated with her for stand Bobin Hood holds that he was bora strong and healthy.
ing Flannel and Flannelettes in plain
IP YOU DON'T MIND I’lili TAKE YOU HOME
between 1285 and 1295, living through
Moreover, they are free from the ir
VV experience enables the proprietor 5 *
ing so much in her own light.
WITH MS.”
and
fancy
colors.
to know just what to buy, how ’£ £
“But it was comic—there’s no other the reign of the second Edward and ritation caused among other laborers,
roundabouts. If be knew his own word for it—when he began to bluster. Into the early years of the third. He overworked If not underpaid, by the UNDERWEAR, the warm kind,
5 k to buy, and how to aell the thoufor
mind, he was abstractly rather anx Still, do you know he almost frighten was of a family of some station seat spectacle of neighbors living in afflu
‘Srf sand and more articles kept In
Ladies, Gents and Children.
ious to be married, but so far had ed Aunt Doris? She ran away from ed near Wakefield and supported tin. ence and ease without any necessity
ijk stock In a thoroughly equipped jfx
never seen exactly the woman he him—she who is so brave. I think she Earl of Lancaster in his rebellion to curtail their expenditure. Rich men BED BLANKETS and COMFORT
jjjjji: general store.
would choose as his mate.
was afraid he would Wear out her re against the government. When the are black swans in Bulgaria. I was
ABLES.
He had a definite mental image of sistance, he’s such a fine, high old earl fell and his followers were pro told by a foreign banker In Sofia who
$$
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
her. She must be slim and young, Turk, whom nobody ever crossed be scribed Robin Hood took to the woods had traded for many years In the FUR MUFF SETS and COLLARETTES,
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
with eyes Innocent, yet sparkling, and fore. And to think he’s metaphoric and supported himself by slaying the country that he doubted greatly
GOODS, or in any department of
with a rosebud mouth; bright, but not ally on his knees to her now!
wild animals found In the forest and whether there were fifty men in all
the big store on the corner you m
bookish; well bred, of course; gracious,
by
levying
a
species
of
blackmail
on
the
rural
districts
who
had
net
inI
FOR
THE
MEN
AND
BOYS:
Heavy
will
find what you want at the
“If only she can bring herself to
yet with dashes of temper; reverent, take him—but I won’t talk of that. I passengers along the great road which comes of $5,000 a year.—London Illus
right price.
Gloves, Sweaters, Caps, Corduroy
gay, even almost frivolous, she would daren't let myself. It would mean united London and Berwick. This tmtcd%«ira_____________
Pantaloons, Felt Boots, Snag-Proof
one day dance Into his heart and stay such a lot to—both of us.”
Ready-made Pantaloons and
continued for about twenty months,
Umbrella Etiquette In Turkey.
Rubber Boots, Freed Bros, line of
there always.
Overalls,
Overshoes, and Freed’s
from
April,
1322,
to
December,
1323,
In
China
ladies
are
attended
by
serv
“No doubt she will take him,” En
He believed it firmly; hence there
when he fell Into the king’s power, ants who bold umbrellas over their
Shoes, the kind that wear and give
Boots and Shoes are among the
ders
said,
grinding
his
teeth
as
he
was no thought of danger, of anything.
who for some unknown reason not heads. The Chinese and Japanese in
specialties.
satisfaction.
Indeed, but a new experience,, when walked away. He was a false proph- only pardoned him, but gave him a troduce both the umbrella and parasol
Doris
sent
the
colonel
away
more
Crockery and Glassware, Paints, 3 *
he found himself upon Hightown’s
place at court. Anyhow, a man of the into their decorative work and athletic HORSE BLANKETS for stable and
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
jS .
main street very early in the morning than ever disconsolate, but th at did name of Robyn Hode was a “varlet” •ports. In western Turkey it is neces
street
use.
confronted with a tall woman, slight not hinder him from coming back next of the king in 1324.
sary
to
close
an
umbrella
on
meeting
Gents’ Furnishing. Goods
and tired looking, who held up her month, and the next, and the next.
Dr. Spencer T. Hall says th at Robyn people of high rank, and a European PLUSH LAP ROBES, a large assortment.
“Why don’t you put him out of his
variety.
hand in arrest, asking imperatively,
was created Earl of Huntington by a traveler who was passing one of the OIL CLOTH and LINOLEUS, Bissell
“Will you take a lone woman stranded misery in some fashion?” Enders ask London ballad writer hard up for a palaces of the sultan was nearly run
Carpet Sweepers.
ed
of
Miss
Maxwell
upon
the
third
re
and stranger somewhere—anywhere—
word to rhyme to Little John. Be through by the guard before he com
turn.
She
smiled
a
little
sadly.
so she can get something to eat?”
this as it may, Robin Hood will always prehended that he must put down the GROCERIES.
“Certainly,” he said, with a reassur “There’s Just one way to put him out be the hero of romance, and those who open umbrella he carried. Every one FRESH B. W. FLOUR, Com Meal, Mince
ing smile. “How lucky that I came of it,” she said, “and I can’t take that; love romance . will, refuse to believe passing the actual residence of the
Meat. All kinds of Canned and Dried
out thus before breakfast! If you it would be too ungrateful.”
sultan lowers his umbrella as a salu
“Ungrateful! I don’t understand,” th at he never existed.—London Globe.
Fruits.
don’t mind. I’ll take you home with
COLLEGEVILLE. PA.
tation to “the brother of the sun and
me. My aunt will make you very Enders returned. She looked over his
the moon.*1
GIVE US A CALL. Bell, ’phone.
Mansfield’s Lonely Meals.
head,
saying
softly:
“I
was
a
stranger,
welcome, and somehow I rather hate
There were two meals which Mans
to think of you at our hotel. It’s a and you took me in. More, you gave field always ate alone—breakfast and
An Old Idea.
disgrace to Hlghtown, but we dare not me the best breakfast I ever ate. th e . light repast of broth and oysters
Macaulay was not the first man te
Wouldn’t
it
be
black
Ingratitude
In
me
have it better. If it were better the
late in the afternoon. An empty stom frame the famous image of the man
summer boarder would descend on to turn the colonel’s eyes to Doris? ach attacked his nerves and set bis of a new civilization standing amid
She
could
console
him
beautifully—
be
us”—
temper on edge. In the morning he the rains of th at which we know to
“Oh! Is it possible any place has es 'to him , a hundred times all he hopes was In no convenient mood nntil he day. Long before he wrote of his
to
find
in
me.
And
how
she
would
FRANK W. SHALKOP,
caped?” the stranger interrupted. En
had the invariable coffee and bacon. traveler from New Zealand meditat
ders smiled again. She had a delicious revel in spending his money and tyr After a somewhat rigid abstinence ing upon London bridge Mrs. Barbauld
(Successor to John 8. Kepler,)
voice—soft, clear, vibrant, with the annizing over him! But I can’t bring during the .balance of the day and had used the same image, with the dif
least possible drawl. She was dressed myself to take away your sweetheart— evening the fatigue of a performance ference that she applied It to BlackE sta b lisb e d
1875.
very quietly, but very well—even his indeed. I’m holding the colonel nei edged his nerves till his midnight sup friars bridge. An earlier reviewer had
masculine ignorance was aware of the ther on nor off until after you two”—
“We two Can be left out of the ac per, which, with a troop of friends used it in an article published in 1767.
fact.
count,”
Enders said almost hotly. abont him, warmed him into the sun we are told by an English commenta
“You are doing a dangerous thing,”
T R A P P E , PA .
“Doris!
Doris! You are the wife I niest humor of the day. A book or tor,. and Horace Walpole says in one
she ran on, "if you speak true. Hlgh
play was the companion of his solita of his letters, “At last some curious
want.
Let
the
colonel
have
the
pretty
town may never get rid of me. I’m
ry meals.—Paul Wilstach in Scribner’s. traveler from Lima will visit England
so sick and tired of boarders and all child and welcome. I’ve waited all
and give a description of the ruins of
these years for you. Now I will have
their works.”
S t Pani’s.”
The Very First One.
you,
whether
or
no.”
They were approaching his own door.
The visitors In the historical mu
“You
see
I
was
right,”
Doris
Max
The stranger somehow sensed the fa c t
AND
The Perfect Woman.
seum gazed curiously at a small feath
She shut the laugh from her eyes, the- well said, flushing beautifully. “You er pillow which nestled In a glass case.
There is a quaint old tavern sign in
can
be
a
hero
in
our
romance.”
merry curves from her lips, stood very
“I don’t see anything unusual about Kent, “The Perfect Woman”—a wo
straight and held out a card to him,
th at pillow,” remarked one of the vis man’s head without a mouth. This
An
Unexpected
Reply.
saying primly: “I hope that vouches
signboard was once quite common, and
A very demure little Frenchwoman, itors, turning to the guide.
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
for me sufficiently. Miss Maxwell is .•
IN VARIETY.
“I t’s a very valuable pillow,*' replied as late as 1818 a “silent woman” stood an undertaker of many years’ experience,
who
teaches
her
native
tongue
in
a
respectable enough person. Your name
to
St.
Giles’,
in
what
is
now
New
Ox
and
shall spare no eflort to meet the fullest
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
well known southern college, learned the guide. "That is Washington’s
Is”—
ford street bearing beneath the picture expectations of those who will, entrust me to ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
“Enders — Frank Enders —a t your recently, under embarrassing circum original headquarters.”—Llpplncott’s.
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
• f a headless female the following serve them.
Weddings and Parties.
service,” Enders said quickly. She stances, that it is not always safe to
Stanza:
H T Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
A Zoological Question.
gave him a quick look. After a sec accept as a final standard of correct
JOHN H. CUSTER,
dere
received
by
telephone
or
telegraph
-35
A
silent
woman—how
can
It
be?
The director of the zoological gar
ond or two she said softly, the whim English what one may casually hear.
Patient traveler, do not scoff.
«8|n.
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dens
was
on
his
vacation.
He
receiv
Drawn from the very life la she
sical smile again wreathing her lips: One night at supper the president of
And m ute because her head Is off.
"“I know a lot about you, Mr. Frank i the college announced to the assem ed a note from his chief assistant,
—London Chronicle.
Enders. My name child, Doris Clare, j bled young ladies and teachers that an which closed thusly: "The chimpanzee
Dead Animals Removed
makes you out a sort of cross betwixt i informal musical program would be seems to be pining for a companion.
W hat shall we do until you return?”—
against loss by death from disease or acci
Like a Mule.
a fairy prince and a paladla. For her { given presently in the college chapel.
FR EE OF CHARGE.
In the L O W E R P R O V I D E N C F
“A man wif a bad disposition,” said dent
sake and because you ask no ques- | Turning to the dainty Parisienne, St. Louis Republic.
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO
who
in
addition
to
her
other
accom
Uncle Eben, “Is a heap like a mule. Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
tlona I ’m going to explain. I was on !
*1.00 for Dead Cows.
Two Words.
Sou’s always havin’ yoh doubts about occurs.
the express, which does not stop here, plishments plays the piano well, he
Phone—Bell, li-L.
“There are two words th at I feel whether his usefulness on some occa
I. Z. REINER, President.
bound for Pallantrae, a place, I take j said:
sorry
for.’!
.
“Perhaps
Mme.
Petit
will
be
so
good
D.
M.
CASSELBERRY,
Secretory.
sions
pays
foh
his
troublesemeness
on
It, about twenty miles beyond. As I
Geo. W. Schweiker,
“And they are?”
others.”—Washington Star.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
could not sleep I got up very, very las to assist us.”
"Blithering and egregious. Nobody
A p p ra iser* t
early to find the train standing still, | . The lady addressed arose and coyly
PKOVIDEVCE 8< tU 4R E , PA.
ever uses ’em except to call some one
THEO. DETWILER, Eaglevllle; H. H
panting and snorting like mad, a mile replied:
Ogilby, translator of Homer and Viror so from your station. A perfidious I “I vlll do my dumdeet, professeur!” aa idiot or an ass.”—Louisville Courier- 1*1, was unacquainted with Greek un ROBISON, CoHegeville; W E. BEAN
Trooper; JAME8 A. MORGAN, 61 East fT KT YOCR P o s te r s P rin te d **
Journal.
—Llppincott’s.
til .he was .past fifty years of age.
Penn 8t., Norristown,
1T
th e I s d e s e s d s a t (MHse.

A Hero of
Romance.

Need n o t be
co n n e cte d to
W a terw o rk s

Jforristown Trust Co.

Theff.ILBenjaminCo.

MID - WINTER

SHOE S A L E

J. H. BOLTON,

H. L . N Y C E ,
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Brownback's Store i
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HAKE NO

MISTAKE I
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IW . P. FEBTOff,

E. G. Brovraback, Trappe.

THE OLD STAND

Undertaker -* Embalmer

f tU sg ev ilie |a ta y .

Choice Bread
C akes

Insure Yonr H o r s e s ^

•OH

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

O LAM ER'S GRIST MILL,
C o lle g e v ille ,

5

A d V e r t if in g
F o r an A n g e l

P e n n a .,

B y M A .H S H A .L L C H O M XOELL.

Do the BEST CHOPPING and is the BEST PLACE to get the BEST PEED, such as
Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats
j^ed (or plenty of milk, etc., etc.,

v
/

C opyrighted, 1908, by A sso cia ted
L iterary P ress.

)
\

AT THE LOW EST CASH PRICE.
Our excellent equipment and obliging employes enable us to supply your needs
BETTER and QUICKER than any other mill.
Give us a call and we will supply your wants a t short notice.

F . J. C L A M E R .
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

“It’s J u st L ike This!”
When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

No more trouble with your
SOFT HAT losing its shape

“ It’s Just Like This!”

when you get caught in a rain
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under storm. C R A Y E N E T T E
proper conditions they last for generations.
HATS are rain and weather

“ It’s Just Like This V*

proof—just like a raincoat.
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water They look just like any other
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good Soft Hat, but are rendered
material and workmanship.
weather-proof by the famous

“ It’s Just Like This!”

When you find it necessary to have any repairs \nade, send cravenetting process and will
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put give double the wear an ordin
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
ary Soft Hqt will.

GEO. F. CLAMER,

C O LL EG EV IL LE , PA,

I -I 2 .

Cranston picked up the locket and har
ried after the girl, but during that mo
ment In which he stooped to pick the
jewel from the floor of the ferryboat
she was swept away in the press of
passengers.
He was certain that this particular
girl had dropped the trinket, for he
had left the ferryboat behind her and
he had heard the tinkle of the locket
as it struck the planks.
Cranston was decidedly interested In
her. Once before he had seen her in
a street car, and she had haunted his
memory for days. On this occasion
she had completed her conquest, and it
was a man very much in love who had
followed her from the boat in the hope
th at something might occur to enable
him to speak to her.
He might save her from being run
down in the traffic, or she might slip,
or any one of a hundred things might
happen which would break the ice of
convention and permit Cranston to take
the plunge into unconventionality.
And now something had happened, but
to his dismay Cranston found that it
did not profit him greatly, though per
haps in the long run it might. The
locket was of gold, plainly chased and
of no very great intrinsic value, but
still it might be valued for its associa
tions. Cranston opened the case and
was dismayed to find there the picture
of two small children.
I t was just such a locket as a young
matron might wear, and Cranston re
garded the pictures dolorously. The
girl did not suggest a matron, yet why
else should she carry with her the pic
tures of two little children?
His hopes rose again when in an
swer to his advertisement he received

M en’s C lothes
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HOLD ON T H E B E I
Be careful cot to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had
a chance to estimate on your wants. We
4i« certain to give you entire satisfaction
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
We may save you a dollar or two. also.
Come and see us.

S

I am fully equipped at my New
Location, Kldge Pike, one-third
mile South of Perklomen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and in
vite new ones to give me a trial
All work guaranteed.
C a rriages an d B u sin e ss
W agons B u ilt to O rder
a t R igh t P r ic e s.
Now ready for Spring Paintldg
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done in the shop, fcio aeshoeing
and General Repairing. Key.tone
’Phone.
R . H . GRATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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Collegeville Livery
and Boarding Stable

Ave., Royersford, Pa.
first- class work ,

low prices .

buying.

Prices

$10,

$25.

R. M . R O O T ,
921 H ig h S tr e e t,

- FURNITURE Railroad House, C ollegeville, Pa.

SPRING IK COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN TOUR

HOUSEFURNI8HINGS.
Good teams furnished promptly at rea*
sonable prices. Moving and heavy haul T h e first th in g to d e c id e . Is s
ing done.
“ W here w ill I p u rch a se ?”

HEM YOSTJR, Rawer.

When in Norristown, Pa..
STO P AT T H E

W alnut Street and Seventh

we believe, better than you’ve

PO TT STO W N . PA.

o r k s .

H. E, BRANDT* * Proprietor.

You’ll find them,

$12.50, $15, and upwards to

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

—AND—

CLOTHES.

& been

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,

MARBLE m-

Nowhere can you get better

n

W. H. GRISTOCK’S SONS
THE ENTERPRISE

Reasonably Priced.

RAM BO H O U SE,
(Opposite Court House).
---- oQo ■-■■■
ISB 1" First-class Accommodations for Man
and Beast.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

Before making your choice, it will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

The Collegerille Furniture Store
Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW
GOODS.
A FULL LINE of all grades of

Furniture an.d Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and npbolsterlng attended to
promptly.

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

the b e s t h a rn ess
H A D E TO O R D E R .
■ FI’?" stock of harness supplies, saddles.
Males, boots, blankets for summer and
brooms, combs, brushes, <fcc.
PAIRING OF HARNESS a specialty.
Also choice grade cigars. Special atten
tion to box trade.
W

E

JO H N SO N ,

PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
° ® * » S T O W N HER
B O O K B IN D E R Y . B
K
Job Ruling, Perforating, Paging, N
Blank Books for Banks and B
Honses, given special attention. Mai
°?Un<? « * repairing done quick!
AddreJ* Estimates cheerfully fur
th e h Israld pu b l is h in g com :

■ FURNISHING ■

Undertaker >. Embalmer
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
qnlckly ascertain our opinioni free whether an
inrentUMt is probably
Communica*
r-------1mpatentable.
___ ble. Communica
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for seeuringpatenta.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. reoelre
ipedal notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $8 a
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.

John Ii. Bechtel,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A
’P honb

NO. 18.

J®*Tbe I ndependent’s eight pages
contain local and general news, agri
SBIBroadway,
cultural notes, short stories and
Branch Office, 026 F St, Washington, D. 0.
interesting miscellaneous reading
S u b scrib e fo r T b e In d ep en d en t*
matter. A copy every week for 52
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Non., ONE DOLLAR weeks, $1.00.

MUNN&Co.

NewYork

“ T H IS I S U K . CRANSTON, W HO F O U N D TH K
L O C K E T .”

a letter from Miss Eunice Remson,
giving a detailed description of the
locket and offering payment for tbe
advertisement and a suitable reward.
Cranston performed a solemn dance
emblematic of joy as he blissfully re
garded the “Miss” written in paren
thesis. At least he was not in love
with a married woman.
He mAde all haste to reach tbe Rem
son home, and as he sat In the recep
tion room waiting for Miss Remson
he trembled with anticipation. By
this time he was almost ready to
throw himself at the feet of Miss
Remson when she entered and cry.
“Be mine!” like the hero of a novel.
He was glad when {Hiss Remson en
tered that he had checked his impulse,
for she proved to be a sweet faced
lady of perhaps fifty.
“Yqu have brought the locket?” she
asked as she motioned him to a seat
“I am very much indebted to you.”
“But are you the owner?” he de
manded. “1 should like the pleasure
of giving it to the owner.”
“Unfortunately that is Impossible,”
was the quiet reply. “Mrs. Weymer
left for her home in the west last
night.”
“Mrs. Weymer!” Cranston’s spirits
sank again. After all. she was mar
ried. The children jjf the locket were
her babies. After the hopes raised by
the signature of “Miss Remson" the
phrase “Mrs. Weymer” seemed doubly
cruel.
“Mrs. Weymer Is my niece,” explain
ed Miss Remson. “Here are pictures
of my little grandnieces from which
the miniatures in the locket were
made. I presume that you will regard
this as sufficient proof of ownership."
“It is entirely satisfactory.” stam
mered Cranston as he delivered to the
old lady the golden trinket on which
he had built such hopes. “Don’t speak
of a reward;” he added as he saw she
was opening her purse. “The adver
tisement cost only a trifle."
“But It was in every paper," remind
ed Miss Remson. “We sent for all the
papers in the hope of finding it in one
of them at least, and then, through
curiosity, we looked through them all.”
“It was Just a trifle,” repeated Cran
ston vaguely. After the nature of the
reward for which he had hoped mere
money recompense seemed a mockery.
He had advertised to find tbe girl of
his h eart not to return tbe locket It
wee absurd that Miss Remson should

be made to pay for this dash into th*
realms of romance.
She was still regarding him with un
certainty when a light step sounded in
the hall, and a t Miss Remson’s call of
“Millieent” the girl of the ferry trip
entered the room.
There could be no mistake, and
Cranston could only spring to his feet
and regard her in open mouthed astonment, which made him look remark
ably foolish.
“This is Mr. Cranston, who found the
locket,” explained Miss Remson. “My
niece, Millieent,” she added in explana
tion to Cranston. “Miss Dutton Is
doubly under obligations to yon,” she
added, “since she was wearing the
locket when it was lost.”
“I thought it was yours,” declared
Cranston, finding his tongue a t last. “I
ran after you and searched the crowd,
but you seemed to have vanished Into
thin air.”
“I missed it and went back on the
boat to look for it,” she explained. “It
was mother’s locket, and Sister Belle
never would have forgiven me if it had
been lost. She didn’t know I was
wearing it.”
“I am very glad I found i t ” mur
mured Cranston, and there was a
world of meaning in his tones.
“Mr. Cranston refuses to let me pay
the cost of the advertising or to ac
cept any recompense for his lost time.”
interrupted Miss Remson. “i don’t
know what to do.”
“I do,” cried the girl gayly. “Since
he scorns filthy lucre he shall have tea
instead. I t’s tea time, auntie, and I
need a cup after all that shopping for
Belle. I’ve walked miles and miles
through the stores. It must be terrible
to be married and have to shop for
babies who need such a multitude of
things.”
And as she spoke she laid aside her
hat and rang the bell for the servant.
Cranston detested tea at any time, but
most of all in the afternoon, yet he
drank two cups very slowly, that it
might last the longer.
At last even the excuse of tea was
exhausted, and reluctantly he rose to
leave. Vainly he bad sought to learn
of some common friend who might
vouch for him, but he had not succeed
ed, and with laggard steps he turned
toward the door. Miss Remson’s voice
arrested hls movement
“I ’ve been wondering if you can be
one of the Cressvilie Cranstous,” she
said inquiringly.
“From the very center of Cressvilie.”
he assented jubilantly. “I am the son
of Arbaugh Cranston.”
“How strange!” commented the old
lady beamingly. “I spent a part of
the summer in Cressvilie and had a
delightful time. I know your mother
very well. You must drop in some
evening and get better acquainted."
Cranston looked into the girl's eyes
and found there a confirmation of the
invitation. “I shall be glad to,” be
said eagerly. “I—er—shall be at liber
ty tomorrow evening. If—th at’s—er"-.
“We shall be delighted to see you.”
declared Millieent, taking pity on his
confusion.
Her slim, firm hand lay in his for an
Instant, and then somehow Cranston
found himself on th e street again.
From hls pockets he fished a number
of colored slips, the receipts from the
newspapers for the advertisement.
Slowly he tore them across and let
them flutter to the ground.
“And to think Miss Remson wanted
to repay me.” he commented—“repay
me for advertising for an angel! I
knew she couldn’t be married,” he
added contentedly, “bat she’s going to
be—to me."
Be Up to Date or Fail.
A physician tells me that be goes
through hls medical library every year
and throws out a lot of books which
have become useless to him because
the new. the up to date, the more pro
gressive, are pushing out the old.
We all know that some of the scien
tific books published are useless a
year after they appear in print. There
never was a time in the history of the
world when the new In every line of
endeavor crowded out the old as it
does today.
If yon examine your business thor
oughly you will probably find old fogy
methods, obsolete ideas and cumber
some ways of doing things—a lot of
red tape In your methods.
Remember that nothing else is Im
proving faster than business methods.
If you are keeping books as they were
kept a quarter of a century ago. if
you are using the same business sys
tem, you will find that you are a way
behind the times.—Success Magazine.
E ncouragem ent.

In a village in Scotland an old farm
er sympathized one day with the com
plaints of an old friend of his. a ped
dler. The peddler said the times were
always hard in Scotland: the people
h$d no money there; It was a poor
place to get along In.
“What .von say Is true.” the farmer
agreed. “Why don’t you emigrate to
Australia. Tavish? Australia’s a grand
place, by all accounts.”
“It used to be,” the other returned,
“but It Is so no longer. Australia Is as
overcrowded now as any otbpr land "
“The coast may be,” the farmer ndmitted. “but the Interior. I’m sure Is
not. Go to Australia. Tavish. nud push
into the interior.”
“Hang the Interior.” said the ped
dler. “There’s nothing there but kan
garoos.”
The farmer thought that kangaroos
were some foreign race of people.
“Well. Tavish." he said reproachfully.
' isn't a kangaroo's money as good as
any other man's?"
Lsavss Hls Mark Twice.
“Pa. why Is be called a dentist?"
“Because be leaves a dent.”
“In your Jaw?”
“Tee. and In your ooeketbook."

RECORD OF THE TURK
Has Won and Lost More Land
Than Any Other Nation.
ONE TIME A WORLD BUGBEAR.
Then the Tide Turned, and One Great
Misfortune Followed Another Till
He Was Almost Swept Out of Eu
rope by the Treaty of Berlin.
The “Terrible Turk,” who may be
taken as typifying the empire of the
sultans, holds one record at least
which he is not likely to be deprived
of. He has won and lost more terri
tory than any other nation.
There was a time when the sultan
was the bugbear of the world. Even
little children in Engiand shook in
their shoes when they heard his name
mentioned, and those people who lived
anywhere near him dared not call their
lives their own.
But at last the tide turned. The
Turk began to lose, and one great mis
fortune followed another.
Spain was the first big bit of the
Turkish empire to break free. The,
Moors, who were subject and paid
tribute to the sultan, were driven from
province after province until at length
they were cooped up in the solitary
kingdom of Granada.
The last Moorish king to reign in
Spain was Boabdil-el-Chaco. or BOabdil the Unlucky. In 1482 Ferdinand
and Isabella, the king and queen of
Aragon and Castile, declared war on
him, and in 1492 he had to surrender
everything.
Hungary, which now forms half of
the dual monarchy of the Emperor
Francis Joseph, was a province of the
sultan for 150 years. Then it was torn
from him by the sword.
After this came the turn of tbe
czars. The Russians, whom he once
despised, have been the Turk’s worst
enemies. They have either robbed him
themselves or encouraged others to rob
him.
Peter the Great set the example, but
was not. on the whole, very successful
in his wars against the Moslems. At
one time the Turks could have cap
tured and massacred Peter and his ar
my. but were frustrated by the slave
girl, Catherine, whom Peter had mar
ried.
Catherine the Great tore the Crimea
from the unhappy Turk, together with
thousands of square miles of territory
along the shores of 'the Caspian. •
In 1821 the Greeks, who had been
slaves of the sultans for many centu
ries, rose in rebellion and drove the
Turks out of the country. But then
the Greek leaders began to quarrel
among themselves, and civil war fol
lowed. The Turk took the opportunity
to seize the country once more.
But the massacres and other horrors
which followed aroused Europe. In
1827 the Turkish fleet was destroyed
at Navarino. The combined fleets of
Britain, France and Russia took part
in the operation.
In 1828 Greece was acknowledged as
a free and independent kingdom, with
a king of its own.
For nearly a century Egypt, which
the Turk conquered In 641. has been
part of the sultan’s - empire in little
more than name, and since 1882, when
the English occupied Pharaoh’s coun
try after Arab! Pasha’s rebellion. the
Turk has had practically nothing to do
with Egypt.
The Moorish corsairs who had their
lair lit the pirate city of Algiers ac
knowledged the sultan as their suze
rain, but were defiantly Independent as
regarded all the rest of the world.
Their swift sailing dhows preyed on
the commerce of all Europe, and from
sta rt to finish they seized many thou
sands of white captives, many of
whom they ransomed, while others
they doomed to slaveix
When asked to keep hls piratical
subjects in order the sultan declared
himself helpless to do anything. The
freebooters went on doing as they
liked for a long time. Then France
became .weary of patience and forcibly
took possession of the city in 1830.
Since then she has annexed 307.980
square miles of Algerian territory once
subject to the sultan.
Then came the Turk’s worst time.
Russia made war on him, and the Bal
kan states, which had been held as
provinces by Turkey for huudreds of
years, revolted, flew to arms and did
everything they could un the side of
Russia. Had the' czar been left to him
self the Turkish empire would have
been practically destroyed. The other
great powers, however, were afraid to
see Russia too powerful. They insist
ed on summoning the congress of Ber
lin.
By the terms of the treaty of Berlin
the Turk was almost swept out of Eu
rope. Bosnia and Herzegovina were
handed over to Austria to keep in or
der. Roumania, Servia and Montene
gro were declared absolutely Independ
ent of him. Bulgaria was created into
a principality, nominally under the
sultan’s suzerainty, but In reality free.
And then Austria annexed Bosnia and
Herzegovina.—Pearson’s Weekly.
The True Bohemian.
“A true bohemian Is a man who bor
rows a dollar and then Invites you to
lunch with it.”
“Wrong again. A true bohemian Is
z man who invites himself to lunch
with you and then borrows a dollar.”
—Kansas City Star.
I think there is success in all honest
endeavor and that there is some vic
tory gained in every gallant struggle
that is made.—Charles Dickens.
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS.

E d i t o r D o u g h e r t y , of the Bryn Mawr
Record, aspires to fill the vacancy in the
Pennsylvania Senate due to the death of
Alger
noon B. Roberts, and will probably con
PU B L ISH E D EVERY THURSDAY.
test for the nomination at a meeting of the
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA, Democratic County Committeemen. There is
the timber of the legislator in Mr. Dougherty. Old Mason Jokes and Whistles
I E £ e c L u . c t i o n . s K*
He might not be able to play politics as well as
E. S. M oser, E d ito r a n d P ro p rie to r.
some of those who help to make laws, but he
Before Ending Life.
IN ALL, D E P A R T M E N T S .
could be depended upon to favor good legis
Thursday, January 21, 1909.
lation and jump with both feet upon question
able measures. He is entitled to the serious HINTS AT FAMILY TROUBLES
Bois P e n r o s e was re-elected for his consideration of his fellow Democrats, as a
18c. Fine Drees Ginghams to 12£c.
12£c. FiDe Dress Ginghams to 8c.
third term of six years to the United States candidate for Senatorial honors.
Thomas Hutchings Was In a Particu
Bates’ Dress Gingbsms, Remnants, 10c.
Seriate by both Houses of the State Legisla
larly Jovial Mood While Preparing 10c. Outing Flannels, Remnants, 6$c.
ture at Harrisburg, on Wednesday of this
H e r e is a statement from the New York
to Kill Himself—-Shot Himself In the
15c. Bleached Turkish Towels to 124c
week.
Head on the Front Steps of a New
World that is rather astonishing: “Congress
has been more than generous in making ap York Station House.
G o v e r n o r H a r r i s , of Ohio, believes propriations to enable Mr. Roosevelt to en
Now York, Jan. 20.—Thomas Hutch
th at criminals can be employed on a farm force the law. While the aggregate amount ings walked into the office of the Ste
M erritt Burial company and ask
with advantage to themselves and the State, ‘for secret service and services of that char phen
ed for Mr. Radcliffe, the manager. He
In L a d ie s ’ M u slin U n d erw ea r.
He proposes that prisoners in the peniten acter’ this year is $7,214,593.35, the total ap seemed to be in a particularly jovial
A nice clean stock on sale after January First, 1909, at surprisingly
tiary who are not confirmed criminals be trans propriations for the Federal Courts, includ mood.
“I was on my way uptown,” he said, low prices.
ferred to the reformatory and put to work on ing marshals, deputy marshals, district at “and I thought I would drop 1q and
arrangements for my own cre
the State farm.
torneys, assistants, fees of witnesses and make
mation, as I have thought the matter
jurors and support of penitentiaries, are only ever carefully and am convinced that
is better than burial. In
At a recent banquet at Atlanta President $6,641,180. To satisfy Mr. Roosevelt’s de cremation
fact, I don't like the thought of going
elect Taft assured bis hearers that he was mands Congress has appropriated more underground,” he added, with a hearty
laugh.
not trying to win the South; the South bad money for secret service than for Courts.”
The two men chatted for some time,
won him. Admirable tact and diplomacy. A
and then Mr. Radcliffe showed Hutch
urns for cremation purposes.
large conservative element of the population
IM P R Q I S T O W IS . P a .
I t is easy to swim with the tide; to keep ings
"Well, this one will do,” said Hutch
of the United States anxiously awaits the in well within the lines that bound popular ings,
choosing an urn. “Now, after 1
auguration of Mr. Taft as President. To say opinions and popular movements. To move am dead, I want you to wait until the
grass turns green and summer comes,
more would be superlative.
along with current notions and usages re when I want my ashes taken to the
3T F a il and W in te r H A T S
quires little or no effort. All that is needed country, some pretty place, and scat
on the cool green grass.”
AND CARS.
T h e Government has been taking a cen is to catch the drift, think by proxy, and go tered
"Well, you are not going to die to
NOBBY CAPS in all Colors—Golf, Yacht and Eaton Styles—
sus of the horses of the country, and reports along. When the movement happens to be in day,” said Mr. Radcliffe.
25 and 50 Cents.
ho,” replied Hutchings, laugh
that there are over 20,000,000 horses and the right direction the drift is right; so are ing."Oh,"I’m
In no hurry; tomorrow will
nearly 4,000,000 mules in the United States. the drifters. When it is wrong; ditto the do.”
Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles toS$ 3 o o
This is a greater numberof horses by several drifters—and woe be. to those who assume to He paid $10 on the urn, and he
asked if he might write a letter, as it
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats. All first-class stores
hundred thousand than were reported previ dispute propositions or ask questions; for would save him a trip uptown. He
toll our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
ously. The “ horseless age” is evidently not the drifters will deride. I t is eqsier to de wrote a letter, and was whistling while
he wrote. As he left the undertaker’s
yet in sight.
ride than think. Some are drifters by nature; he asked for the nearest police sta
others have the habit forced upon them by tion.
At the station house Hutchings ask
38 2 . Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
I n a speedh the other day in the Senate, the influence of shifting expediencies. Those ed Lieutenant Tighe, who was on the 10-11.
Mr. Bacon, of Georgia, said that he consid who refuse to drift are liable to get into the desk, if he was a Mason. The lieuten
H EN YOU WANT TO BUY
said he was not, but that John An
OR SELL REAL ESTATE
ered former Republican Senators Edmunds, way of floating driftwood and be th ru s t aside ant
thony, the doorman, was.
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
"Well, I’m a Mason and I’m in trou
Evarts, Sherman, Wilson, Logan and Spooner for additional collisions with more driftwood.
w6 will certainly be pleased, to give your
and I want to talk over my trou
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
the best lawyers that ever held seats in the Those who drift because they must, must ble
Is the foundation of success and suc succeed
bles. They are partially family trou
in doing business with you the
,
Senate. He was especially complimentary to drift; those who get into the way of the bles,” said Hutchings. Anthony advised
cess makes for contentment. The loss is ours, not yours.
him
to
go
to
the
Masonic
Temple,
and
BROWN,
CLOUD
&
JOHNSON,
ex-Senator Spooner of. whom he said: “He drifters must accept t;be con sequences j fi or he left the room.
smallest measure of success is always
39 E. Main Street,
was not only a good lawyer, but, though a drift. I t is easy to swim along with tbe .t0eHutchings went out on the front
preferable to no success, and a small
Norristown, Pa,
steps of the station house, and Daniel
party man, was loyal to the law.”
beginning
Forties, a fifteen-year-old boy, says he
I n relation to filling the vacancy! in.-Jhe saw Hutchings take a revolver ttoxti a
I t never has been and it never will be a State Senate caused by the death of Senator pocket in his trousers and shoot him i u x t
self in the head.
pleasant duty to adversely comment upon the Algernon B. Roberts: The Republican Com The body was removed from the sta
Is one step in a safe direction.
actions of one’s friends. But there are some mitteemen will meet at Norristown next tion house to the burial 'company,'
Increases Christinas Joys.
where Mr. Radcliffe took charge of i t
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De
duties in life that dare not be shirked with Saturday morning to select a candidate to be
posits.
impunity. I t is quite easy to shout for the voted for at the February election. At. this
Many a substantial bank account has
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts
one uppermost in a contest; it is not so easy writing the date for a meeting of the Demo
a t the
had its start from a Christmas gift of
to defend the undermost contestant, the man cratic Committeemerf to perform a similar
money. And many a heart has been made
that’s down, even though he is on the side of duty is not announced. A number of candi
glad by a gift of one of our savings ao*
justice.
dates on the Republican side are being rapidly
count books with the first deposit entered
groomed. Of these the more prominent ones
Patronage solicited and appreciated. therein. Try one this Xmas.
I t has been proposed that at the noon are Thomas B. Harper, of Jenkintown, forrher Federal Authorities to Investi
Courteous treatment to ail and
Be Sure It Has Our Nam e Onhour on February 12, the one hundredth an Senator H. D. Saylor, Esq., of Pottstown, and
painstaking care in giving patrons
gate $3,000,000 Concern.
niversary of the birthday of Abraham Lin John Faber Miller, Esq., of Springfield. The
the best service.
coln, there shall be a stoppage of all the latter is a particularly aggressive candidate.
New York, Jan. 20.—Announcement
wheels of industrial movement, in so far as is The. friends of the former Senator, Mr. was made that another alleged trust
is to be investigated by the federal
possible throughout the country! The com Saylor, are contending with considerable authorities here. The company con
ing anniversary will furnish a special as well ground for argument, that since the Fourth cerned is the Atlantic Terra Cotta
T h e C om pany th a t p a y s 3 per
a $3,000,000 corporation, with
as a most fitting opportunity to meditate upon Legislative district is hopelessly Democratic, company;
offices in this city.
,
ee n t. I n te r e st fo r e v e r y day
the heroic service of one of the greatest men in the matter of electing legislators to the It is alleged that the company is a
th e m o n ey is on d e p o s it.
monopoly operating in restraint of
lower House at H arrisburg, that section of trade
of our Republic, in all of its past history.
In violation of the provisions of
the county has a special claim upon the Re the Sherman anti-trust law.
We’ve a great Watch Department
NO RRISTO W N, r t .
The books and other papers of the
here,
capable of filling the watch
publican
party
for
State
Senatorial
honors,
T he other day several big hogs were
company have been surrendered to
needs of everyone. All the leading
killed at the County Home. Reference is and particularly so at this time, when the United States District Attorney Stimmovements—all cased in newest styles
and nothing but accurate timekeepers.
Kuhnt’s Bakery,
made to the weight of the porcine quadruped lower end of the county has an abundant son under subpoena.
One of the sample money-savers in a
carcasses by our Gratersford correspondent. share of official honors and emoluments. On CONVICTS BREAKTHREE JAILS
good watch comes in a 20*year guar
C o lle g e v ille , Pa.
anteed gold-filled case with Elgin
I t is not to be marveled at that, with a plenti the Democratic side the best all-around
First - Class Bread,
Movement—either ladies’ or gent’s.
Virginia Prisoners Escape
ful supply of corn, hogs should wax big and equipped candidate (if be is in the field for Eight West
Come in and see what
and One la Recaptured.
we can sell you f o r ----Cakes, Pies,
fat on the County Home farm. However, if nomination) is Ex-Senator John A. Wentz,of Wheeling, W. Va., Jan. 20.—Eight
Gifts for all occasions.
prisoners
escaped
from
jails
at
Wes
Candies, Etc.
Steward Leidy deserves any special credit as F ort Washington. He has the advantage of ton, W. Va.; Moundsville, W. Ya., and
experience,
and
a
good
record,
as
a
legislator.
a raiser of hogs he should receive it unstintCREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
Charleston, W. Va. The wife of the
J. D. S A L L A D E , ICE
Weston jail warden Is in a serious con
thankful to the public for patronage re
He is entitled to all that’s due him ;
JEWELER,
dition from being choked and beaten
ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
no more.
j
I t will not admit of dispute that the logi by four men who escaped there. Of the
16 E. Main Street,
the same,
cal results of a tariff for the special protec two men who left the Charleston jail
CH ARLES H U H N T.
one was later recaptured. Bloodhounds
N O R R IS T O W N .
C o m p a r i n g the past four calendar years, tion of special interests are high prices for are trailing the other seven men.
the breadstuff exports in 1908 were only ex the necessities of life and political corruption!
ceeded in 1907. The exports of meats and To use the taxing power of the government SHOT S E LF 0 V E R W IFE ’S BODY
"I Could Not Live
dairy products were exceeded in each of the for private advantage will always stand as an l e f t Note Saying
Without Al ice.”
three previous years. The exports of cattle, open bid to selfish private or corporate inter Washington, Pa., Jan. 20.—M. M.
sheep and hogs were much smaller last year ests to furnish funds to help maintain, Bigler, assistant postmaster, aged forty
years, stood over the corpse of his
is now the most valuable guide to the
than in any of the preceding three years. The through the election of public officials, a con wife Alice, who had died an hour be
growing of vegetables and flowers that
AUTOMOBILES
TO
HIRE.
LOT
OF
has ever been printed.
Over 100
cotton exports in quantity were greater last tinuation of such a policy of government. fore, and shot himself through the
Special Cultural Articles written ex
CARRIAGES for sale a t reasonable
right
temple.
He
died
instantly.
year than in any of the preceding three years, This is what Joseph Martin recently said irt Shortly afterwards was found this
pressly for this book by the foremost
prices, including one new surrey.
horticulturists of the day.
but the value was exceeded in the year be London with reference to the use of the tax note: "Forgive me.1 I could not live
ff'h e n you are in the city ta l l for a to ff ' vr write
and wo w ill m ail it FT&EE,
NEW PIANOS of best makes from $150
fore. The cotton exports of four years have ing power for private advantage in Canada;' without Alice.”
upward. Pianos for reDt.
Henry A. Dreer
John D. Gives Another Million.
“ Never id all the history of Canada has there b<!en
amounted to more than $1,700,000,000. The
714 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia,
Chicago,
Jan.
20/—John
D.
Rocke
so
much
Corruption
in
public
life
as
in
the
past
twelve
HENRY
YOST,
JR.,
Collegeville,
Pa.
mineral oil exports last year were much
feller has given another $1,000,000 to
larger than in any of the other three years. years. It has permeated every department of the the University of Chicago. The endow
A V ID CULP, J K .,
Government.. . . . . .So deeprrooted is the corruption in. ment fund of the university is now
U LL STO C K O F
The aggregate of these staple exports last public life in Canada that we find the Government em $15,000,000
D
from all sources. Mr. Rock F
year was about $912,000,000, $966,000,000 the ploying every means at their hand to suppress and efeller’s total contributions to the uni
and Horseshoer
Gents’ Furnishing, Goods, aBlacksmith
year before, $886,000,000 in 1906, and $828,- nullify the investigations of committees. Members of versity aggregate $24,800,000.
t the old stand on Main Street, College'
styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No ville. near Perkiomen Bridge All kinds
000,000 in 1905. In other words, these lead the Government become enormously rich while in office, 40 Below Zero In New York State. Latest
tions are being closed out a t greatly re of blacksmithing done. Horseshoeing a
Utica, N. Y., Jan. 20.—Extreme low duced
without
any
appareut
means
of
enrichment.
It
is
well
prices.
ing agricultural exports, together with pe
specialty.
10-1..
that Whenever a subsidy is given to a rail temperature was experienced in the Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
troleum, are approaching a billion dollars a understood
lower Mohawk valley and south of
way company a considerable part finds its way into the here. Near JordanvUle the mercury
Ma i n S t ., N bab Station ,
A d v ertise Y e a r S a le s in the
year.
election funds of the Government.”

The Independent.

FICKS BURIAL URN;
SHUOTS HIMSELF

A n n u al Jan u ary Sale.

Look for Our GREAT WHITE SALE
2$rendlinger's-

Tracey, : the Hatter,

T H R IF T

w

A BANK ACCOUNT

TRUST PROBERS AFTER
TERRA GOTTA GO;

Penn Trust Co.
A Good
W a tch
for $ 9 .0 0

Automobile Painting
and Repairing

waa 40 degrees below zero.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

DOINGS IT
G oods ! 1
HARRISBURG

U f a ’s F urnishing

WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOTS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Usderwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Skirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
yon are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

Interesting Gossip Among the
State Lawmakers.

'}

LEGISLATURE DOWN TO WORK

WM. Z
H
I- GILBERT,
132 W E S T MAI N S T R E E T ,

„

Committee Assignments of Anti-Pen
rose Men Allays Feeling of Antag
onism Against Speaker Cox—Move
ment Under Way to Tax Coal.
Amendment to Liquor Act In the
Senate—Opposition to George T.
Oliver For United States Senator to
8uceed Knox Gaining Headway..

NORRISTOW N, PA.

THE GREATEST

SU E OF CLOTHING
RECORD.
P r ic e s A lm o s t C u t In Half.

Suits

Overcoats
Formerly $25 00

now $18.00

Formerly $20.00

now $16 00

Formerly $18.00

now $15.00

Formerly $16.00

now $11.50

Formerly $14 00

now $10 00

Formerly $10.00

now $ 7 50

Formerly
Formerly
Formerly
Formerly
Formerly
Formerly
Formerly

now $18.00
now $16 00
now $15.00
now4$11.50
now $10.00
now $ 7 50
now $ 5 00

$25 00
$20.00
$18 00
$16 00
$14.00
$10.00
$ 7 50

HERMAN WETZEL
66 and 68 E. Main St., Norristown.

EEYSTOUE

By ROBERT HAIGHT.
With the announcement of the
standing committees of the senate and
house on Monday evening the legisla
ture got down to its active work for
the session of 1909. The attitude of.
Speaker Cox,in giving his, recent ad
versaries and the anti-Penrose men
generally assignments on leading com
mittees has done much to allay the.
feeling of antagonism which threats
ened to break cut at any time. The
members from the interior districts
are now disposed to believe that the
speaker means to give a square deal
wherever possible, and his action In
the makeup of committees tends to
strengthen this feeling.
Of course there was bound to be
some disappointment, but, taken on
the whole, his selections g i.a general
satisfaction, and It is believed th at the
committees will at once get to work
and endeavor to expedite matters as
qtUckly as possible.
Om Tuesday both houses met In their
respective bodies to canvass the vote
for United States senator, and on Wed
nesday a t noon the joint convention of
both houses was held, at which it was
announced th at Hon. Boies Penrose
had been elected as United States sen
ator for the term of six years, begin
ning March 4 next. The Democrats on
this occasion balloted for their party
choice, former State Senator Georjs
M. Dimeling, of Clearfield county, and
i he received the strict party vote for
this office.
A mass of new legislation has been
presented, and more is now being
framed, and as this session will be a
short one and many of the measures
will necessitate lengthy consideration,
j the committees will have to work hard
j to hold their hearings and prepare re
ports so that the leaders will not be
accused of smothering and burying
legislation.
j As it is conceded on all sides that
something will have to be done to ap
pease th at great body of merchants
who are clamoring for the repeal of
the mercantile tax law, and as this
| repeal would slightly deplete the reve
nues of the state, and additional ap
propriation bills are proposed for new
, measures, notably the soldiers’ pension
| bill and the prospective state highway
bill, the m atter of raising additional
revenue will have to. be taken up at
•nee.
Te Raise More Revenue.
To this end the Republican leaders
have about concluded th at the most
feasible measure by which additional
revenue could be raised is that of tax
ing the entire output of anthracite and
bituminous coal in this state. Rough
drafts of a bill covering this important
subject have already been prepared
and are under serious consideration
now by the leaders. In some quarters
it is proposed to place a tax of 5 cents
i a ton on anthracite and 2 cents a ton
or bituminous coal, and, according to
the statistics, this would give the
state an increased revenue of more
than $7,000,000. In 1907 the output of
anthracite coal was 86,056,412 tons,
which, if taxed a t the rate of 5 cents
a ton, would ^produce a revenue of $4,302,920. The bituminous coal mined in
the state in 1907 amounted to 149,559,047 tons, and under the proposed 2
cent tax rate this would bring an ineome of $2,991,180.
A separate proposition has been
talked of, however, of making the
basis of taxation on bituminous coal
at 1 cent per ton. Even p.t this figure
the revenues of the state would be in
creased nearly $6,000,000, and as it is
argued that no gyeat hardship would
be entailed by th l enactment of this
law, the leaders feel that this is a
sane solution to the promblem of rais
ing additional revenue.
The coal tax has been seriously dis
cussed by the State Grange associar
tlon for some tim e past, and they have
authorized Representative Creasy, of
Columbia county, who is the president
of the association, to advocate the
levying of a coal tax, with the proviso
that the money derived therefrom shall
b« used to enlarge the public school
system of the state. Should this pro
viso be incorporated, Philadelphia
county alone would profit to the extent
of nearly $1,200,000. The mining ele
ment of the state has also prepared an
amendment which provides that a por
tion of the revenue raised from coal
taxation shall be diverted to a fund
Tor the support of the widows and or
phans of the men killed in the mines.
While both of these amendments
will receive, careful consideration and
produce lengthy discussion on the
Soor of the house, the consensus of
opinion Is that it the bill is passed at
all it will be done in sucb a manner
as to allow of the entire revenue raised
thereby to go to the state for state
purposes.
Another measure which is being
rapidly whipped Into shape and on

CEMENT BRICKi TILE WORKS
ROYERSPORD, FA.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hollow Concrete Building
Blocks,
Cement Brick, Sewer Pipe, Drain Tile, Fence Posts, Lawn
Vases, Water Troughs, Steps, Sills, Slabs and
Ornamental Stones.
SAND FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Re-enforced Silos Built of Concrete Blocks for Same Price
as Wooden Ones.
P R IC E L IS T :
Drain Tile, 4 inch, 2 cents per foot.
Water Troughs $1.00 per foot.
Sewer Pipes, 6 inches, 8 cents per foot.
“
“
8 “
12 “
“
“
Lawn Vases $3.00 each.
“
“ 10 “ 20 “
“ “
Side Walk Slabs, 10 cents per square foot.
“
“ 15 “ 40 “
“ “
Building Blocks, 8x20 inches, I6c. a piece. Door Steps and Sills, 25c. per foot.
Edison Portland Cement, $1.60 per barrel
“
Brick $6.50 to $12.00 per 1000.
net.
Reinforced Fence Posts, for wire or rail,
Circulars Free.
25 cents a piece. *
Bell ’Phone 4 Y
ALL WORK FULLY GUARANTEED.
.
Farms, residences, hotels, building
F
sites—all locations, prices and terms.
o r m ale

IN VESTM EN TS!

Also a number of houses in Norristown,
A FIRST-CLASS SEVEN PER CENT.
Bridgeport and Conshohocken.'
PREFERRED STOCK with a guarantee
Money to loan on first mortgage.
of Common Stock making a 10 Per Cent.
, THOS. B. WILSON,
Investment. First-class in every respect.
8-15. ‘
Eaglerille, Pa. Call or write.

H E N R Y G. F L Y ,
(Successor to J. R. Christman,)

G O T W A LS & BE Y E R ,
55 G. Main St.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

GRATER8FORD, PA.
R E E F , VEAL,
METTOW,

FOR

P O R K , an d
a l l kinsln o f
D r e sse d
P o u ltr y .
Served in COLLEGEVILLE every Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday.
Mail orders promptly attended to.,
f pay 7J£c. per pound for veal calves and
50c. extra for delivery.

HORACESTORB
PO TT STO W N , P E N N ’A.
Manufacturer and Dealer in A ll
Kinds of AM ERICAN and
FOREIGN

FRESH GOODS
—GO TO—

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.
T ry O ur C offees,
• fa n n e d S e e d s,
O rled F r u its
an d t/onffeetianery.

Daniel H. Bartman,
COLLKOEYIJLLE, PA.
Dally and Sunday Papers.

Also Old Granite Work Cleaned
to Look Like New.
Special attention given to c
granite Monuments, Tablets, Copii
o* cemetery work no m
n lonKft»nding or how badly
?£??• .w *11 guarantee to restore 1
theG «niteal brightn6SS Without *
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ttg-Tbe I ndependent’s eight pages
contain local and general news,agri
cultural notes, short stories and
interesting miscellaneous reading
matter. A copy every week for 52
weeks, $1.00.

ELECTION OF
U. S. SENATORS

which quite a number of mining bills j
will be enacted is based on the .report
of the commission appointed for th e .
purpose of revising the present mining
laws. So far nothing definite has been
done in this direction, but the miners’
organization intends to demand that
legislation be enacted to safeguard
the miners during the performance of
their duties.
To Amend Liquor Act.
Senator Tustin, of Philadelphia, pre
sented in the senate on Monday night
an act supplemental to what is gener
ally termed the Brooks high license
act, providing that in cities of the first
class the courts of quarter sessions
having jurisdiction shall reject all ap
plications for a license to sell at retail
any vinous, spirltous, m alt or brewed Benjamin Shively, Democrat, Chosen
liquors or any mixture thereof, for any
in Indiana to Succeed Senator Hemlocation In which a license has not
enway—Cummins,
Republican, Elect
been previously granted, nor transfer
ed
In
Iowa—Reed
8moot Gets An
any license already granted to any
location for which no license has been
other Term—Thomas P. Gore, the
formally granted, when said applica
Blind Senator, Re-Elected In Okla
tion for new licenses or transfer is op
homa.
posed by 60 per cent of the registered
voters residing within the election di
Salem, Ore., Jan. 20. — Governor
vision where said license is desired.
The object of this bill is set forth George E. Chamberlain, Democrat, was
in a statem ent issued by Senator Tus elected United States senator by a
legislature.
Although
tin to the effect th at as the m atter now Republican
exists, licenses are granted in locali Chamberlain is the people’s choice for
ties where the residents do not desire' United1States senator and there were
them and where there is really no enough members of the legislature
need for the same. He believes thatthe enactment of this law would go a
long way towards a better system of
catering to this element of the popu
lation, and he further states th at “a
lax prohibition or local option act in
cities in the present state of public
opinion would only be productive of
speakeasies, blind tigers and a general
intemperate demoralization.” As this
bill has been submitted to quite a
number of judges throughout the state
and has met with their entire ap
proval, there is hardly a doubt but that
it will be incorporated in the present
license act.
Senator Tustin also has under con
sideration and is rapidly getting into
shape a bill to provide for the indeter
minate sentencing of convicts, or pa
role System, such as is in effect in
some of the other states. This subject
has been carefully considered and ad
vocated by the penologists of the
country, but owing to the complicated
G F ' - ' " ~ -'•>----condition of the constitution of the
state of Pennsylvania, in which the pledged to elect him, a determined ef
pardoning power is given into the fort was made for mouths past to de
hands of a board of pardons and the feat him. Senator Charles W. Fulton,
chief executive, it has been an ex whom Chamberlain will succeed, It is
tremely hard m atter to overcome the alleged, repeatedly urged the legisla
difficulties. Senator Tustin has been in tors to elect a Republican instead of a
conference with a number of leading Democrat, despite the fact th at a ma
legal lights of the state, au£,the b l jority of the members were pledged, to
is now nearly completed and"*?ill mo3t the people to vote for Chamberlain.
likely be in shape for presentation The election of Chamberlain may solve
during the coming week.
the problem of electing senators by
popular vote without infringing upon
The Oliver Candidacy.
Although George T. Oliver, of Pitts the constitutional provisions for sucb
burg, seems to have the Inside track elections.
for election to the United States sen
Indiana Elects Democrat.
ate to succeed Senator Knox, a move
Indianapolis, Jan. 20.—Obeying the
ment is rapidly shaping Itself through
out the state to, if possible, sidetrack mandate of the joint caucus, the Demo
his election. The vacancy will not for cratic members of the state senate and
mally occur until Mr. Knox presents the house of representatives voted
his resignation, which will most likely to elect Benjamin F. Shively senator
be a t the end of February, when the of the United States from Indiana As
governor will immediately certify th's the Democrats have a majority of six
fact to both bouses and the place will teen on joint ballot of the two bouses,
be ready for occupancy on March 4 Mr. Shively was declared elected.
next. While it Is true that Mr. Oliver
has the backing of the Republican North Carolina to Send Overman Back.
Raleigh, N. C., Jan. 20.—The general
state leaders, strenuous efforts are be
ing made by the great corporation In assembly of North Carolina voted sep
fluences of the state to bring about his arately for United States senator. In
the house the vote was: Lee S. Over
defeat.
The air here is full of rumors to the man, Democrat, 90; Spenver B. Adams,
Republican, 26. In the senate: Over
effect that the Pennsylvania railroad man,
36; Adams, 8.
has become allied with the steel trus'
to sidetrack Oliver and elect in his
The Blind Senator Re-Eleeted.
stead Congressman James Franc's
Guthrie, Okla., Jan. 20. — United
Burke, of Pittsburg. To this end sev States Senator Thomas P. Gore was
eral meetings were held during the past re-elected at a joint session of the
week, and so formidable did the move legislature by a straight party vote.
ment become that Mr. Oliver found it The Republican minority vote was cast
necessary to again establish head for Dennis T. Flynn.
quarters in the eapitol city and per
sonally look after the strengthening
Cummins Elected Senator.
of his fences.
Des Moines, la., Jan. 20.—By a vote
This antagonism on the part of these of 112 to 40, Albert B. Cummins was
influences has placed the leaders in an elected to a six, years’ term in the
embarrassing predicament. They have United States senate over Claude P.
given their pledge to Oliver that he Porter, Democrat.
will have their support, and he has
Another Term For Reed Smoot.
been unanimously endorsed for the va
Salt Lake City, Utah, Jan. 20. —
cancy by the Allegheny county mem
bers of the legislature. Now after this United States Senator Reed Smoot
action has been taken the corporations was re-elected by both houses voting
to whom the party leaders usually bow in separate session.
their knee have come to the front and
demanded the substitution of Burke iD
SALARIES INCREASED
place of Oliver. In this they are said
to have the support and Influence of 6enate Adopts Amendment Raising
Senator Knox himself, and as the lat
President’s Pay to $100,000.
ter Is regarded as being a potential
Washington, Jan. 20.—The salaries
factor in the next national administra of the president, vice president and
tion, the state leaders are somewhat speaker of the house were again under
chary about running counter to his discussion in the senate when the
wishes.
legislative, executive and judicial ap
Compromise Proposed.
propriation bill was taken up. Amend
In the last few days, however, a ments were adopted increasing the
proposition has been made to the op president’s salary to $100,000, that of
ponents of Oliver th at if the corpora the chief justice of the supreme court
tions will support him for the unex- ; of the United States to $15,000, and
plred term of Senator Knox, the lead- that of associate justices to $14,500.
ers will agree to support Burke or any
man named by the corporations for the | Baptized In Creek In Zero Weather.
full term. This deal also carries with it I Lebanon, Pa., Jan. 20. — In zero
the sidetracking of the candidacy of ' weather twenty-one converts of the
Representative W. A. Magee for mayor German Baptist Brethren were bap
of Pittsburg. The corporations object tized by immersion in Layser’s c. eek,
to Magee, and the support of the latter near Myerstown. The ceremony was in
by Oliver bad a great deal to do with charge of Rev. John Herr, of Myers
these powerful bodies urging the de town, and was witnessed by a crowd
feat of Oliver.
of several thousand people.
So alarming has this opposition to
Oliver become that he has been forced “Goodby; You’ll Find Corpse Inside.”
Franklin, Pa., Jan. 20.—“Goodby all;
to Issue a public statement setting
forth his views on the subject. In thi?: ' you will find the corpse inside,” an
statement he declares that he has not nounced a placard posted on John Ossolicited corporation support, but Is ap mer’s front doo>. When neighb rs en
pealing to the good Republicans of the tered the house they found that Osmer
state, Irrespective of their business had fired a rifle ball through his brain.
connections or corporation affiliations, j
He states that his purpose in being on j Congress Authorizes Lincoln Stamp.
Washington, Jan. 20. — The senate
the ground in H irrisburg is simply to
renew his acquaintance with members adopted the house resolution author!z
of the general assembly and come into lng a special postage stasap in con
nection with, the 100th anniversary of
closer contact with them.
the birth of Abraham Lincoln.
Harrisburg. Pa.

Republican Legislature in Ore
gon Elects a Democrat,

HE WAS PEOPLE’S CHOICE

WEIRD MEDICAL SOCIETY
Members Are Dissected and Cremated
After Death.
Chicago, Jan. 20.—The formation re
cently among Bohemian residents of
this city of a cremation society has
led Indirectly to the revelation of a
medical secret of thirty-one years’
standing. A score of prominent physi
cians and surgeons admitted that they
are members of the Ustion Fraternity,
a society having for its object the dis
section of the bodies of its members
after death and cremation of the re
mains.
This weird fraternity is of national
scope. Secret chapters exist in New
York, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland,
Detroit and other cities in the east.
Each chapter is known as a ver ebrae. The Chicago chapter, being the
first organized, Is called the prima ver
tebrae. Its high officer Is known as
the encephalon, the Greek word for
head. Its next highest officer is the
medulla Its other officers are named
after other parts of the human body. 1

MESSINA’S RUINS
SWEPT BY FIRE
Flames Under Control After a
Hard Fight.
Rome, Jan. 20. — The conflagration
at Messina, which threatened to sweep
over the entire area of the ruined cky,
was isolated after the greatest efforts
by the Italian soldiers, aided by large
detachments from the crews of the
foreign warships.
The flames consumed the bodies of
many scores of victims of the earth
quake which had not yet been extri
cated from the ruins.
. The flames are still burning,, but are
under control. A large amount of val
uables is known to have been buried
beneath the debris, and these are now
irretrievably lost, as the ruins con
tained much inflammable material.
Eight Killed By Earthquake.
Smyrna, Turkey, Jan. 20.—So far as
can be ascertained eight persons were
killed by a sharp earthquake which oc
curred a t Phoecaea, twenty-five m iks
northwest of this city, and at otaer
neighboring towns. Considerable dam
age was done to buildings at Pkocaea. The shock was very strong at
Chil, where the population became
panic stricken, though no serious dam
age resulted there.

PENNEWILL

TAKES

OFFICE

Delaware’s Governor Sworn In By His
Brother With Ancient Bible.
Dover, Del., Jan. 20. — Governor
Elect Simeon S. Pennewill was Induct
ed into office Tuesday, the oath of of
fice being administered to him in the
Dover Opera House by his brother.
Judge James Pennewill, of the Dela
ware bench. The ancient Latin Bible,
which was printed in France in the
sixteenth century, and which was se
cured from that country by the late
John M. Clayton, of Dover, when sec
retary of state in the Buchanan admin
istration, was utilized.
Prior to the inaugural ceremonie3 a
large parade was given, which was re
viewed by the retiring governor and
the new executive.

FACTORY

BLOWN

UP

Black Hand Dynamiters Are Charged
With Explosion.
Scranton, Pa., Jan. 20.—-Black Hand
dynamiters are believed to have been
responsible for the destruction of the
factory of Nicholas Fazio here. T, e
explosion wrecked the front t>f the
building, blowing out windows a'so iq
the Arlington hotel, the Ze'ldler and
Burr business blocks and other build
ings nearby.
Fazio and his family and a dozen
employes who occupied rooms on the
upper floors of the wrecked building
escaped unhurt. Seven Italians are un
der arrest on suspicion. Three years
ago dynamiters blew up the same
place, and two men are now In the
eastern penitentiary serving sentences;
for that crime. Fazio is wealthy and
has repeatedly been annoyed by Black
Hand demands and threats.

SUICIDE

SHOT

KILLS

TWO

Young Man’s Mother Falls Dead Upon
Hearing of Son’s Deed.
Bloomsburg, P a , Jan. 20.—Despond
ent over a week’s illness, J. Benton
Laubauch, aged forty-four years, a well
known resident of Berwick, commuted
suicide by shooting himself In the
head. When his mother, Mrs. G. A.
Buckingham, aged seventy-six years,
was informed of her son’s act, she ex
claimed, “Oh, my boy, my boy,” and
fell over dead. *
Girl Pin Swallower Will Live.
New York, Jan. 20—Florence Smith,
the fifteen-year-old school girl of
Patchogue, L. L, who swallowed 100
pins last Friday, will recover. Since
last Saturday eighty pins have been
taken from the girl’s system. Dr. Wil
lis believes there is little probab'litv
of peritonitis developing. The twentv
pins remaining in the girl will be re
moved.
Shot and Killed Through Window.
New York, Jan. 20.—While seated in
the basement of his home reading a
letter from his son, now In Sicily, Gio
vanni Cardinello, one of the wealtYest
Italians of the South Brooklyn colon v.
was shot and killed. Two shots wer •»
fired by his assailant throhgh the win
dow* oDening on his own back yard

FARM AND GARDEN,

8

Farm

and

G a r d e n
GATE FOR THE SNOWDRIFT
8imple Plan For Open Way In and
Out.
There is no snow cleaning in the
country. The farmer breaks his way
through the drifts with difficulty.
There is more play for the winds in
the country than there is in the city,
and When the snow accompanies the
wind the drifts impede travel and
clog the ways about the farm. The
gateway must be kept clear because
that is the way in as well as the way
out. Unless the gate is constructed in
a manner that will readily yield to the
‘
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GATE! CLOSED.

Impediments it is about as good as no
gate. In the plan suggested herewith
is a partial solution of the difficulty
which so often confronts the farmer
a t this season of the year. Two cuts
are pictured. They show a gate which
can be readily adjusted in case of
snowdrifts.
It is easily made from ordinary
lumber. A 1 by 6 upright is used for
the two lower boards, 1 by 4 for the
upper ones. <The uprights a t the hinge
post are double 1 by 4, one piece out
side and the other inside the bars. The
upright a t the latch side may be the
same weight of stuff or slightly light
er and fastened in the same way. In
stead of nailing the bars to these up
rights, bolts are used, one for eachbar at each end. The lowest board is
notched, as shown, and the double

brace used from the top of the latch
post to the bottom of the hinge post.
For the braces 1 by 3 stuff is strong
enough. These may be held in place
at the top by a single bolt They are
joined near the bottom with a bolt
which engages with the notches when
the gate is raised, as shown in the
cut
Tuberculosis In Animals.
The international congress on tuber
culosis which recently met in Wash
ington. as a whole, dealt especially
with human tuberculosis, but consid
erable attention was directed to tuber
culosis in domestic animals and nota
bly to questions dealing with the milk
and meat supply and with the inspec
tion of these products. One of the
seven sections into which the con
gress was divided devoted itself espe
cially to these topics, and the general
addresses' before the congress, as a
whole, included a lecture by Profess
or Barnard Bang of Copenhagen on
“Studies In Tuberculosis In Domestic
Animals and What We May Learn
Regarding Human Tuberculosis.” An
extended discussion followed the re
affirmation by Professor Dr. Robert
Koch of Berlin of his theory as to the
nonidentity and nontransmissibility of
human and bovine tuberculosis, after
which a resolution was unanimously
adopted recommending “that preven
tive measures be continued against
bovine tuberculosis and that the pos
sibility of the propagation of this to
man be recognized.”
The very extensive exhibits from
the various countries in America and
Europe attracted much attention and
presented a vast amount of illustra
tive material of rare educational val
ue. Phases dealing especially with the
prevention and treatment of the dis
ease In its early stages predominated,
there being g great variety of models
of sanitoria and special appliances.

RULE OF THE ROAD.

SPEARING A BEAR.

A London Policeman Explained the
Matter Very Clearly.
“The first day in England,” says an
American traveler, “my heart jumped
Into my throat several times. Riding
•n top of a bus, the driver would al
ways turn toward the left when we
were about to pass another Vehicle,
and, although I knew th at th at wap
the English custom, I held on tight
and got shivers anticipating a collision
every time. One morning I stepped
up to a policeman at King’s Cross to
get my bearings, and, as he was dis
posed to be talkative, I kept him com
pany.
“Among other things, I asked him
whether there was any rule requiring
pedestrians to keep to the left. No, he
told me; it was only for the roadway
that the rule held.
“I then asked him why it was that
in England they always turned to the
left, whereas in all other countries the
rule was to turn to the right.
“ ‘Oh, it’s very Important to keep to
the left,’ he said seriously. ' I knew it
was very important to observe the
rule of the road, but why turn to the
left?
“ ‘Well,’ he said, ‘I’ll show you. Now
you come here,’ and he led me to the
middle of the roadway. ‘You see,’ he
continued, ‘how the traffic moves along
the two sides of the road ?’
“Yes, I saw, and a pretty sight it
was, too—a string of all sorts of con
veyances coming toward us on our
.right and another moving away from
us on the left as far as the eye could
see.
“ ‘Well, now’—and he was very im
pressive—‘suppose you were driving
along in the middle here and another
kerrige was coming the other w’y, and
suppose you turned to the right, don’t
you see you would be getting in the
w’y of all those vehicles T
“Yes, I saw that.
f ‘Well, th at’s why we always turn
to the left.’
“I learned afterw ard that the *bobby’
expected a tip for all the information
he had given me.”—Youth’s Compan
ion.

Sruin’s Sharp Teeth Bit Through the
Copper Qheathed Weapon.
“Twice in my chase of bruin I have
made use of a bear spear as my weap
on of attack,” writes Count Eric von
Rosen, “and I may take this opportu
nity to maintain that the use of a
spear entails no greater cruelty than
any other mode of attack and that
every hunter should be armed with
one in reserve, since these powerful
beasts have a vitality th at triumphs
over a stray bullet or more unless
lodged in a vital region, and when
wounded their retaliation is redoubta
ble and-easily fatal. In Karelia, Fin
land, the bear is yet regarded as a
noxious horror. The great black haired
‘slagbjorn,’ or killing bear, is still ram
pant there, and a couple of winters
back I was able to wreak justifiable
vengeance on some beasts that had
killed over a score of cows "and nine
horses. News had been brought me
that some of these rascals were hiber
nating on a small marsh bound island.
“We found no difficulty in locating
their lair, and I took up my post at
the entrance’to it, armed only with my
spear. I may explain that a bear spear
consists of an asb staff some two
yards long and about a couple of
inches in diameter. There is a blade
of steel about twelve inches in length,
and the shaft is copper cased as a pre
vention against the teeth of bruin. As
soon as my gentleman appeared I tried
to stick him in the throat, but he par
ried adroitly, and I missed. I made
another lnnge and succeeded in driv
ing my spear point through his breast.
“He started roaring furiously and
snapped at my copper cased staff, then
made an attem pt to strike at my arm
with his huge fore paw, so that I
might drop my weapon. The powerful
brnte hung on to my spear at the one
end, while I as grimly held on at the
other end. His bites went through the
copper plate, and he started shredding
the wood beneath. Strenuously I
checked his further advances, and
gradually, for his wounds began to
tell, his resistance weakened, and he
dropped at last over the aperture of
his den.
“I phlled out the spear, but so much
strength still remained in him th at he
seized the blade and bit it with a
force th at left deep indentations in the
steel. My companion then finished
him off with his own weapon. This
struggle from start to finish covered
five minutes.”

A ROYAL DESPOT.
Wurttemberg Prince Who Sold His
Subjects Like Cattle.
Cruel and despotic were some of the
petty princes who ruled the fatherland before the Napoleonic wars swept
them away. Charles Eugene of Wurttemburg, born in 1728, died in 1793
and during his sixty-five years of life
tormented his parents, his wives and
his subjects. His first consort, Fredericka of Beyreuth, was worthy of
him. When entering Wurttemberg
soon after their marriage the girls
threw masses of flowers in front of
them. “W hat do those dogs want?”
the princess asked her husband. They
were always quarreling and never
spoke to each other without snarling.
The prince was always short of money
and sold 6,000 of his subjects to Eng
land to raise the wind. He took the
poor wretches from the fields, clapped
a uniform on them and sent them to
their destination as if they were cattle.
Once he called all the young men of a
certain district before him and made
the following speech: “My brave boys,
do you want to-go to fight in the ranks
of the English heroes against the sav
ages of the continent?” No reply was
made for the moment Then a number
of the youths stepped forward, and
one of them said, “We do not want to
be sold like sheep.” The prince prompt
ly gave orders for two of them to be
seized, put against a wall and shot at
once. Then while the blood was run
ning from the mutilated bodies of the
two unfortunates the prince by divine
right said: “Run away. You see I do
not want to impose my will on you. I
think of your welfare like a father
does of his children. You want to
fight by the side of the valorous Eng
lish.” All consented. Schiller heard his
father tell this story, and he himself
related it in a scene of one of his
plays.
Phil May’s Drawings.
The late Phil May was popularly
supposed to be the “lightning artist”
par excellence of England. I t is quite
true that he could draw many wonder
ful things “straight off.” But when a
subject had been chosen for a Punch
illustration many drawings were made
from a model or models who first bad
to be discovered. By a process of se
lection each drawing of the subject
bore fewer lines. When the drawing
was published most of those who look
ed at it thought that it had been done
with a few rapid strokes of the pen,
whereas it probably represented a
week’s hard work.—London News.

Bank of England Watchers.
When you enter the Bank of Eng
land by any door four pairs of eyes
James J. Hill’s Idea of a Farm.
There will be much discussion of watch you, though you are unaware
farming for the next few months from of this fa c t Situated close to the
many angles, one among them being doors are hiding places in which are
the most useful size of farms. We do four guardians of the bank. You can
not wish to be one sided and shall al not see them, but they can watch you
ways state fairly the large farm or with the aid of reflecting mirrors in
combination arguments, but it seems which they can see your entrance and
to us that farming in this respect is exit and every movement from the
the exception among businesses. Econ time you enter the portals of wealth to
omy in the cost of supervision is the the moment you leave them.
only reason for the expansion of the
Her Version.
unit in any business, and land is more
Mr. Highbrow—It was Michelet, I
productive under the small farm sys
tem. Even if larger farm units are believe, who observed that “woman is
possible they are not desirable. We the salt of man’s life.” Miss Keen—
do not want the European regime of Quite true. Young men aren’t half so
an overlord with tenant farmers. We fresh after they get married.—Boston
want the greatest number of inde Transcript
pendent little farmers, who hardly
need even one farm hand. James J.
History Revised.
Hill has more sense than nearly all of
The Professor—W hat was it defeat
the professors, and he delivered an ed -Leonidas at Thermopylae? The
opinion two years ago to the effect Bright Student—The new rules. He
that the individual farmer must have held the pass too long.—Cleveland
Plain Dealer
fewer acres and more hoes.

D IS S O L U T IO N SA LE!
EN TIR E

STOCK

OF

THE

S T O R E m u st be turned into C A S H
from the firm .

Mr. A. Weitzenkorn, who has been recognized as the Pioneer Clothing Merchant for forty-four
years, and has maintained his well earned reputation for square dealing, is now about to retire, and
in order to complete the dissolution settlement we hold this Extraordinary Money-Saving Sale.
Nothing will be reserved (Arrow Brand Collars excepted) as this sale is for the purpose of quickly
turning our entire stock into cash at a sacrifice.
No Silver Coupons or Car Pare deducted to out-of-towners during this sale.
B ig Banner Bargain Day in Men’s,
B oys’ and Children’s Clothing.

Per Cent. Discount on All Hats, Furnishing
Goods, Sweaters, Knee Pants, Etc.

SEE WINDOW.

B a rg a in s in S u its

B a rg a in s in O v e rc o a ts

$5 00 Knockabout Salta for Men and Young Men, all
sizes, 30 to 42. Dissolution Sale Price, $8 90.
$7 50 and $8 50 Mixed Cheviots in popular browns and
grays : also black tblbet suite. Dissolution Sale Price, $4 90.
$12 00 F.ncy Cheviot All-wool Snlta. Dissolution Sale
Price; $7.75.
$15 00 All wool Cbeviet and Fancy Worsteds. Dlssolu
tlon Sale Price, $9 75
$15.00 and $18.00 Faney and Diagonal Worsted Suita.
Dissolution Sale Price, $12 75
$20.00 and $22.00 excellently tailored Fancy Worsted
Suits—going at the Dissolution Sale Price, $14 75.
$25.00 and $30.00 Fine Imported Worsted Suita, beauti
fully tailored, all up-to-date Styles. Dissolution Sale Price,
$18 75.

$8.50 Overcoats in Fancy Brown Cheviots; also Plain
Oxford and Blues. Dissolution Sale Price, $8.90.
$7.50 Raincoats at the remarkably low Dissolution Sale
Price, $4.90.
$10 00 Cravanette Cloth Overcoats exceptional values.
Di solution 8ale Price, $6 00
$10.00 Values In Winter Overcoats at the Dissolution
Sale Price, $4 90.
$12.00 Men’s Belfast Frieze Overcoats Id Oxford Qrays,
Blues, Browns and Blacks. Dissolution Sale Price, $7 90.
$15 00 Overcoats In Grays ond Fancy Striped Weaves.
Go at the Dissolution Sale Price, $9 75.
$20.00 Overcoats—Men’s only—plain and fancy effects,
are splendid, heavy and well tailored garments. Dissolution
Sale Price, $14 76.

$2.50 Narrow Ribbed Mouse Color $4.00 Dudley Boys’ Suits, all wool $3.00 and $4.00 Boys’ Russian Over
Corduroy Pants for men and boys, lull material, two pair of pants; also Blue coats, Oxford Gray and fancy all-wool
Serge Suits. Dissolution Sale Price, Cheviots, sizes 2% to 0. Dissolution
lined. Dissolution Sale Price, $1.90.
$2.98.
Sale Price, $1.00.

Bring your boy here during this sale.

You ’ll be able to clothe him at nearly half price.

WEITZENKORNS, - POTTSTOWN.
IO N E N VALLEY
F ire In su r a n c e Co.
P E RMo Kfutual
M on tgom ery C ounty.

NONE B E T T E R THAN
TH E BEST.

Incorporated May 13, 1871.

And They Can Always.be Found Here

Insures Against Fire and Storm,

Babies as Well as Windows Used to
Help Swell the Revenues.
In 1695 a tax of 2 shillings had to be
paid by the parents of every “little
stranger” born in England except by
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $11,000,000.
people In receipt of alms. Curiously
enough, a measure proposing a tax on
babies was introduced some time ago
in the local parliament of the German Office o f th e C om pany i
princedom of Reuss by which it was
C O L L E G E T I U iE , P A .
proposed that the parents or mother
wjhen registering the birth of a child
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary
should in each case contribute a sum
amounting to 10 cents.
Some time ago a good deal of merri H. W. KRATZ, President,
ment was aroused by a measure in
Norristown, Pa,
troduced in the legislature of New
Jersey by which it was proposed to
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs
tax beards, but even this is not an
day
of each week ; also every evening.
original proposal. Queen Elizabeth put
a tax on every beard of a fortnight’s
growth, while a couple of centuries
ago Peter the Great insisted that all
nobles who wore beards should pay
100 rubies for the privilege.
As chancellor of the English ex
chequer P itt rendered himself very un
popular by the extraordinary means
There is no time like the
to which he resorted In order to im
prove the state of the country’s ex present to assure yourself of
chequer. He it was who first intro
good crops for the future, es~
duced the income tax, and be also
levied a tax upon horses, which caused pecially as your prosperity is
n certain farm er to use a cow for the
purpose of riding to and from market. measured by the crops you pro
Even more dissatisfaction, however, duce.
was caused by P itt’s Increase of the
window tax, first imposed in the year
There is only one way to as
th at the tax on babies was enforced.
sure
bounteous crops, and that
This window tax caused property own
ers to wall up as many windows as is by using sufficient plant food.
possible, in order to reduce the amount
for which they were liable.—Philadel If your manure does not reach,
phia Ledger.
you cannot afford to buy stable

FARMERS,

Here is what you need.

Despite the Jokesmiths.
Grocers never put sand in sugar.
Architects often build houses within
the original estimates.
Coal dealers usually give a little
overweight.
Telephone girls are nearly always
courteous.
Salesladies ditto.—Washington Her
ald.

at O N C E in

o rd e r to pay off M r. A. W e itze n k o rn , who re tire s

QUEER ENGLISH TAXES.

Buddhist Ceremonies.
Some Buddhist ceremonies present a
striking analogy to certain Christian
rites. An old missionary says: “The
very titles of their intercessions, such
as ‘goddess of mercy,’ ‘holy mother,’
‘queen of heaven,’ with an image of
the virgin having a child in her arms
holding a crescent, are all such strik
ing coincidences that the Catholic mis
sionaries were greatly stumbled at the
resemblances between Chinese wor
ship and their own when they came
over to convert the natives to Chris
tianity.”—London Standard.

W EITZEN K O R N

manure; it is too expensive.
You should therefore use the
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
tainable.
Our goods are sold entirely
on their own merits, and where
once used, always used.
We guarantee the different
grades to be in perfect mechani
cal condition, and to produce
results,
A fair trial will convince.
Manufactured by JACOB
j TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom
ery County, Pa., and for sale
by

A Recommendation.
“Ever been In jail?”
H ; T . H U N N IC K E R ,
“Countless times. But th at’s no det
I ro n b r id g e ,
riment to a man in my business.”
J
.
K
.
CEEMMEK
dc
NOV,
“And what is your business?”
“I’m a chauffeur.”—Louisville Cou
N pring M eant,
rier-Journal.
FRANK B A B N U T ,
G reen I .a n e ,
Like a Streak.
“Was his auto going so very fast?”
HILLEGANN& K R 4U N K ,v
“Your honor, it was going so fast
P en n gb u rg,
that the bulldog on the seat beside him
looked like a dachshund. — Houston J O H N H . F A R 1 N G E K ,
K I ). No. 2 , N o rristo w n ,

New F a ll and W inter

*8 S H O E S K -

Reasonably Priced, prevail in our splen
didly stocked departments for

Men, Women, Boys and Children
Girls’ serviceable School Shoes, well
wearing soles, 85c., $1.00, $1.26.
Boys’ strong School Shoes, $1.00, $1.25,
and $1.50.
Men’s Dress Shoes, Box Call, Vici Kid
and Shining Leathers, $2.00, $2.50, $300.
Weitzenkorn’s Foremost Shoes, $3.00,
$3.50, and $4.00, guaranteed to wear.

Women’s Solid Everyday Shoes, $1.25
and $1.50.
Ladies’ Wool-lined Shoes, 75c., 93a,
and $1.25.
Ladies’ Dress Shoes, $1.25, $1.50, all
styles.
Ladies’ Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $2.00,
$2.50 and $3.00. All leathers and styles.

Important Notice.— The “ RED
is sold exclusively by us.

CROSS” Shoes for Ladies

It bends with the foot.

Comfort and wear

guaranteed.

W E IT Z E N K O R N ’S, % SV cthst 8ot^ e t’
fE F

POTTSTOW N’S LARGEST SHOE STORE.

mmmmmMmMmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmM
----- USE CTJLBERT’S _
_
_

DIARRHOEA MIXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Boi. :

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT

W * C U LB ER T’S DRUG STO R E, I
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

C O LLEG EV ILLE

M
arbleandGraniteW
orks,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar

P a.

anteed. Estimates furnished.

Main St. Collegeville.

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
P a.

The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis*
lg medium in the middle section of Montgomery
ounty. If you have anything to sell—no matter
r b o t__ if. vxTill

tvqtt

w o n t o ftd w ort.iso i n t h i s TlftTlfir.

